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Low Floor Seat
Caregivers can sit comfortably on the floor with this space-saving seat! Our ingenious adjustable
seat provides cushioned back support and is ideal for soothing children at naptime, reading a story on the
carpet & so much more. Just lift the back of the seat to a comfortable height—then lay it flat for storage!
Removable microfibre cover is machine-washable; seat is 55.5(W)cm. Blue.

LS303B

$99.95

Set of 2

11995

$

Save $29.95

®

Body Sock Panta Mimo Blue

FREE freight
on all orders over $199
Conditions apply, see website for details.
Valid until 31st December 2020.
Promotional value excludes GST.
Offer excludes export & new projects.

The Panta Mimo Body Sock combines children’s love of dressing up and hiding. Young children can rely
on their own senses and respond to the feel of using the Body Sock. Allowing children to play and move
about freely encourages and challenges self-awareness and self-confidence, sense of balance, orientation
skills, concentration and coordination. Made from elastane. Measures 120 x 75cm. Ages 3+ years

EZ44600
EZ44600-2

Each $74.95
Set of 2 $119.95

Calming Weighted Resources
Deep pressure and sensory weighted
pillows are comforting for children with
sensory seeking behaviours and helps children
to focus and participate. Kit includes Shoulder
Weight (TTS2021) and Weighted Blanket
(TTS2229). Ages 3+ years

TTS2021K
TTS2021
TTS2229

Optional
blue cover
included

Set of 2 $184.95
Shoulder Weight $74.95
Weighted Blanket $129.95

Red on
reverse
side

Set of 2

18495

$

Save $19.95
TTS2229

TTS2021

teaching.com.au

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST
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Sensory Processing

MyBurrow Tunnel – Wombat
The MyBurrow wombat is an essential sensory tool made of premuim fabric
that is safe for children to crawl through like a tunnel. With firm attachments
to the carpet, small groups of children can access the Wombat together.
And older children can produce big movements underneath. The uniqueness
of MyBurrow in comparison to weighted vests, body socks, and traditional
Lycra tunnels is that is is highly flexible in that it may be used with a variety
of children at the same time, without losing time that is associated with
swapping and sharing vests. It allows for continuous sensory stimulation
throughout an activity. Its fixed positioning ensures ease of accessibility and
safety in most classroom and home environments. Size: 270(L) x 150(W)

MBW100

$287.95

Training2s – Sensory Integration Kit

$313.60
$
95

269

Specially developed resources designed to help children to improve their sensory integration. Kit includes calming
shoulder pad, small calming lap pad, large calming lap pad, oral muscle teether set of 4 and a resistance tunnel.

PK2100K

$269.95

Save $43.65

Small
lap pad
pictured

PK21002

Calming Shoulder Pad

Calming Lap Pad
Improve focus and concentration
with these calming and comforting
lap pads. Weighted lap pads can
improve the sensory processing for
children. The lap pads are designed
for children who have trouble
sitting still. This can enhance his/
her awareness of the position of
his/her body. It can also give your
child a sense of security, help him/
her to stay calm and reduce anxiety.
Small - Weight: 1.36kg. Size: 60(L)
x 22cm(W). Large - Weight: 2.27kg.
Size: 70(L) x 25cm(W). Ages 3+ years

Improve focus and concentration
with this weighted shoulder
pad. Some children may be
easily distracted by the external
environment. Put the weighted pad
on your child’s shoulders. This can
enhance his/her proprioception
and increase the awareness of the
position of his/her body. It can
improve sensory processing and
concentration.
It can also give your child a sense of
security, help him/her stay calm and
reduce anxiety. Weight 0.78kg.
Size: 26(L) x 42cm(W). Ages 3+ years

PK21002
PK21003

PK21001
PK21001-2

Small $63.95
Large $79.95

Each $53.95
Set of 2 $92.95

Resistance Tunnel
The vestibular system is important
for children’s balance and control
of body postures. Let children crawl
through the Resistance Tunnel to
strengthen their arms and legs
and receive proprioceptive input.
The Resistance Tunnel is made
of elastic fabric, so it wraps itself
around children’s bodies while
they are crawling. There are also
different textures inside the tunnel
to stimulate children’s senses. It
also reduces sensory and tactile
defensiveness. Size: 180(L) x
39cm(W). Ages 18+ months

PK21005

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$63.95

Oral Muscle Teether
This easy to hold teether will help
train mouth and jaw muscles. Mouth
muscles are closely related to the
skill of speech and articulation. The
normal swallowing action requires
coordination of jaws and tongue.
Size: 7.5(W)cm. Ages 3+ years

PK21015
PK21015-4

Each $12.95
Pack of 4 $42.95
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Sensory Play
Set of 3

5495

$

Save $18.55

Metal Pin Art Image Creator
Mini Liquid Timers Sensory
A fun set of different liquid timers for children to admire. A great sensory kit
that includes Swirl Liquid Timers (MEA1279), Double Colour Liquid Timers
(MEA0911), and Reverse Sand & Liquid Timers (MEA1007). Ages 3+ years

MEA1013K

Set of 13 $164.95

This metal pin art image creator uses hundreds of moveable metal pins to
create 3D images. The pins are fitted into a sturdy plastic frame that is both
lightweight and durable. Simply put your hand or object behind then tilt up for
it to come to life! Size: 12.5 x 18cm

ME2198
ME2198-3

Each $24.50
Set of 3 $54.95

Solid wooden frames
Sensory Path
Follow the path of tiles and discover
a different sensation along the way.
Set of 6 wooden tiles with different
texture inserts framed with solid
wood. Each tile measures 35.5(L) x
30.5(W) x 2(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

Foam Mirror
Blocks Assorted

NS0488

Safe, acrylic mirrors in
a set of shapes encased in durable
waterproof foam. Can be held, free standing or
wall mounted for discovery and self awareness.
Pack of 10. Approximate size 24 x 12 x 4cm.
Ages 3+ years

TH1250

Set of 6 $199.95

Set of 10 $79.95

Cosy play
space

$1,039.90
$
95

949

Save $89.95

Reading Environment Nook with Textured Cushions
This great reading ‘nook’ can be used by children to read books, enjoy social interaction or just relax. Can
also be used under the Cosy Corner canopy to provide an enclosed and private area. The nook is made
from quality foam covered in vinyl. Size is about 150cm wide the back rest about 35cm high. Supplied
in assorted bright colours. Kit contains Reading Environment Nook (DM2030) and Textured Cushions
(CUS9006). Contents may vary. Ages 3+ years.

DM2030K
DM2030

2

teaching.com.au

Kit $949.95
Reading Environment Nook Only $879.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Colour Changing Touch Board
This heat sensitive board changes colours as little
fingers trace letters, draw shapes and more, giving
them hours of delightful fine motor practice.
Comes complete with a guide. The board measures
33 x 42cm. Age 3+ years

LS416

$114.95

Prices exclude GST
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Sensory Play
Silishapes Sensory Circle Set
This set comprises 10 textured circular discs
made from ultra-soft flexible silicon – 5 large
and 5 small. On the surface of each circle
is a pattern that is distinctive and different
from the rest of the set. Children can feel
these textures and discover their differences.
Placing the small circles into the feely bag
provided they can see if they can describe or
predict the pattern they are feeling. Using
their feet they can walk over the large sensory
circles to see if they can tell them apart. Made
from silicon which is strong, safe to handle
and ultra-soft to the touch. On the floor, the
circles will grip and not slip even on a shiny
surface and after use they can be washed by
hand or popped into a dishwasher set on a high
temperature to clean them thoroughly without
harm. Size: 8(L) x 3.5cm(D). Age 3+ years

The Dark Den
Crawl into the den
and explore the dark
environment. This affordable
square tunnel has lots of
uses. The nylon double-skin
blocks out the light and
the side flaps are great
for observation purposes.
It is 100cm square and
is supplied with 12 poles
and 8 connectors. Light
accessories not included.
Ages 3+ years

TTS512

$219.95

CT4517

Set of 10 $94.95

Nook with
6 Cushions

Nook with Cushions
& Organza

84995

$

94995

$

Save $69.90

Save $71.40

Cozy Nook with Cushions Set and Organza Kit
This delightful SafeSpace Cozy Nook provides children with just the right
space to relax, read, and find solace in an active classroom setting. The
strong 143cm high wooden frame is supported by a 110cm square base that
features a low profile and easy-access entrance for little ones. Inside the
SafeSpace Cozy Nook children will find a soft vinyl lined space that is cosy and
reassuring. Measures 110 x 110 x 143cm high, base box 40cm high.

SSTCONFK15
SST3101MK
SST3101M

Nook with cushions & organza $949.95
Nook with 6 cushions $849.95
Nook Only $679.95

Rainbow Tunnel & Ball Kit
Children will love exploring this inviting space
indoors and out. Just remove this tunnel from the
bag and it opens up to create this lovely rainbow
space to crawl through. The base is lined with a
removable, soft fabric mat. Made from polyester.
A fantastic sensory adventure awaits with this
colourful kit including the Rainbow Tunnel and
Tactile Ball Set of 6. Size: tunnel 150 (L) x 60(W) x
70cm(H), balls average 11cm(D). Ages 3+ years

TTS62237-B
TTS6237

Kit $249.95
Rainbow Tunnel Only $189.95

$279.90
$
95

249

TTS6237

Save $29.95

CUS9030
Soft crawling
mat included

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Bubbles Oral Development Kit

$58.85
$
95

49

Bubble blowing is a fun and helpful activity for developing
mouth muscles. This kit includes a 2L bubble solution, set
of 24 bubble wands and set of 6 plastic
bowls. Ages 3+ years

CB824K

Save $8.90

Great for oral
development

$49.95

Giant Bubble Wands

A safe and non-toxic bubble blowing
liquid that produces “zillions” of
great bubbles.

Children will love these plastic
colourful bubble wands. There are
4 shapes in 4 bright colours. Each
wand is 20cm long.

Coloured Plastic Bowls

Blowing bubbles with these
12 giant wands will be a lot of fun
for young children. Supplied in
assorted designs and colours. Each
wand is approximately 60cm long.
Ages 3+ years

CB655

CB824

EC370

CUS9551

Bursting with
Bubbles – 2 litres

Bubble Wands

$14.95

Pack of 24 $33.95

Create
Huge
Bubbles!

Buy Kit
Save
$
80

16

Set of 6 $9.95

Pack of 12 $29.95

No-mess
Slime

Giant Bubble Stix

HE5010
HE5010K

1.2m long

The Giant Bubble Stix is capable
of creating massive record breaking
bubbles. The Guinness World Record
is 96m3 - how close can you get?
Made of lightweight fibreglass,
they are easy handled by kids and
adults alike. Kit includes 4 stixs and
1 bubble mix (CB655). Ages 6+ years

Sensory Coloured Slime
Stretch out the sensory fun with our no-mess slime! Super-soft and ultrastretchy, this irresistible slime provides hours of tactile exploration as kids
squeeze, twist, fold and pull—then put it back together again! You get a set of
6 tubs of slime in 6 bright colours; each resealable tub is 175g. Ages 3-8 years

Stix Only $32.95
Kit $129.95

LS511

Gelli Baff Classroom Kit
Create blue lagoons, explore green swamps and have a blast in the red volcano! The first step turns powder
into goo. The goo will form after 3 to 4 minutes. After children have played with it all you need to do is use the
step 2 powder to turn it back to water so that it can be safely disposed of. Ideal for sensory play. Kit contains
8 x Gelli Baff 300g (GE5143) – A mix of blue, green and red and 2 x See-Through Activity Tubs (EDU0009).
Contents may vary. Ages 3+ years

GE5143K

Set of 6 $59.95

$185.85
$
95

149

Save $35.90

$149.95

Gelli Baff
Set consists of 8 x 300g packets – a
mix of blue, green and red. GE51431 colours may vary. Illustrated
accessories not included. Ages 3+ years

GE5143-1
GE5143

4

300g $8.95
8 x 300g $79.95

teaching.com.au

Freecall 1800 251 497

x2

Turns water into glorious goo!
Sprinkle magic powder to
turn it back to water

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST
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Kinetic Sand and Tray Sensory Kit
Kit contains 5 x 1kg Boxes of Kinetic Sand (DSN1501) and 1 x See-Through
Activity Tub (EDU0009). Contents may vary.

DSN1505K

$132.90
$
95

94

$94.95

Save $37.95

Kinetic Sand – Natural
Easy-to-shape sand that moulds into simple desktop designs. Playing with
Kinetic Sand can provide a moment of relaxation for both young and old.
Kinetic Sand is 98% pure sand and conforms to relevant standards.

DSN1501
DSN1501-3

1kg box $21.95
3kg box $54.95

See-Through Sensory Balls – Large Pom Poms
Multi-Sensory Tray & Board with Sand
Large multi-sensory tray for developing pre-writing skills and hand-eye
coordination by creating figures through touch in sand. Allows children to
create and experiment as a group. Inspired by the Montessori methodology.
Ages 3-6 years

AKR20617

$119.95

Children get a variety of sensory experiences as they roll, toss and
bounce our see-through sensory ball filled with pom poms. Great for
rolling along the floor, passing to each other and boucing. Each ball is made of
flexible plastic that’s easy to grab. Balls inflate to up to 55cm in diameter. Ball
requires inflation. Ages 6+ months

BRU084
4 or more

$24.95
Each $19.95

See-Through Sensory Balls
Children get a variety of sensory experiences as they roll, toss and bounce
our see-through sensory balls! All 6 balls are filled with different objects to
offer appeal to all senses; colour, weights, sounds, shapes and sizes—from fun
floating feathers to bouncing beads. Plus, each ball is made of flexible plastic
that’s easy to grab. Balls inflate to up to 20cm in diameter. Balls require
inflation. Ages 6+ months

BRU359

Set of 6 $59.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Sensory Processing
Kit includes
overhead
projector

$696.80
$
95

649

Save $46.85

ACC957

Overhead Projector 240V
An overhead projector works using a focusing lens, which projects light from
an illuminated slide onto a projection screen where a real image is formed.
Great for use in the classroom, assemblies or even to project images on the
wall for backgrounds.

ACC190
ACC957

Overhead Projector $649.95
OHP Lamp $27.95

Kit includes
overhead
projector

Overhead Projector Nature Kit
This nature kit allows students and teachers to explore shapes of nature
and to see textures develop on the walls for a softer background setting. Kit
includes: Overhead Projector (ACC190), Natural Skeleton Leaves (TH001),
Assorted Feathers (AM0951), and Botanical Cuts Paper Shapes (RE15333).

ACC190-N

$649.95

Kit includes
overhead
projector

$728.30
$
95

659

Save $68.35

6

$790.75
$
95

719

Save $70.80

Overhead Projector Shapes & Patterns Kit

Overhead Projector Colours Kit

Create beautiful patterns and shapes with this kit of different product to
create any designs on walls, or stained glass settings. Kit includes: Overhead
Projector (ACC190), Cardboard Stained Glass Frames (TH0935), Rangoli
Mega Stencils (RE5621), Assorted Cellophane (AUS201) and Attribute Blocks
(TFC11241). Contents may vary.

This colour kit lets students and teachers create beautiful colours projected
on the walls of their areas for mood setting and to see what colours create
new ones by overlapping colours. Kit includes: Overhead Projector (ACC190),
Squidgy Sparkle Shapes (TTS509), Plastic Mosaic Pieces (LK6170), Steel
Ringed Chips (LEL0222), and Assorted Cellophane (AUS201).

ACC190-S

ACC190-C

teaching.com.au

$659.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

$719.95

Prices exclude GST
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Relaxation Spaces

Basics for
beginners

®

Yoga and You CD
Improve overall well-being with yoga. These routines offer breathing
exercises that can be done standing or seated, encourage balance using
inverted postures, and reduce stress with relaxation techniques.
Ages 6+ years

K9192CD

$42.95

$129.95

100% Certified Organic Oil. Opens
the airways, relieves congested
breathing, and assists in eliminating
airborne bacteria. A fresh aroma
that awakens all your senses. The
‘Breathe’ blend consists of Eucalyptus,
Rosemary, Lemongrass, Orange,
Lemon and Cinnamon Leaf. Size 10ml.

LIV311

$21.95

EZ50513

Set of 10 $89.95

The Aroma-O’mm ultrasonic diffuser
is perfect for anyone seeking a ‘natural
eco’ feel while diffusing essential oils.
Features a real bamboo finish. The
soft white light at the top has two
intensity settings. The diffuser can
operate up to 6 hours continuously
or 10 hours intermittently. No heat
source is used, uses Ultrasonic Cool
Mist technology. The diffuser has a
100ml water capacity and features
an auto switch off on low water level.
The mist and lamp are controlled
independently and the mist
dispersion covers 15-20 sq/m.
Measures 9 x 15cm.

The Aroma-Bloom will instantly
purify, cleanse and refresh the
atmosphere and create more negative
ions to improve general wellbeing.
The essential oils are easily absorbed
to assist your wellbeing. Operates
up to 8 hours continuously 18 hours
intermittently. No heat source is used,
uses Ultrasonic Cool Mist technology.
The Aroma-Bloom has a 200ml water
capacity and features an auto switch
off on low water level. The mist and
lamp are controlled independently
and the mist dispersion covers 15-20
sq/m. Measures 15 x 23.5cm.

Breathe Certified
Organic Oil

This beautiful collection of soft cushions will provide children’s spaces with
loads of colour and comfort. Set of 10 in assorted colours. Each cushion
measures 26 x 26cm.

Aroma-O’mm Diffuser
– Bamboo

Aroma-Bloom Diffuser
– Turquoise

LIV204

Cushions – Assorted Colours

LIV401

$109.95

Relaxation Certified
Organic Oil

Harmony Certified
Organic Oil
100% Certified Organic Oil. Assists
one to feel at ease, comfortable
and centred. May help to reduce
anxiety, and instil positivity. The
‘Harmony’ blend consists of Sweet
Orange, Cedarwood, Bergamot, and
Geranium. Size 10ml.

100% Certified Organic Oil. To
help unwind, relax, and de-stress.
A beautiful soft and gentle aroma,
which nurtures the senses. The
‘Relaxation’ blend consists of
Cedarwood, Palmarosa, Lavender,
Bergamot, Geranium and
Chamomile. Size 10ml.

LIV312

LIV313

$21.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$21.95

Vitality Certified
Organic Oil
100% Certified Organic Oil. Assists
one to feel uplifted, energised, and
rejuvenated. Offers a zesty aroma,
which is uplifting to the spirit. The
‘Vitality’ blend consists of Cinnamon
Leaf, Lemongrass, Rosemary and
Patchouli. Size 10ml.

LIV315

$21.95
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Rainbow Ball and Bowl Set
This sensory set is ideal for colour matching and sorting. Set includes 7
coloured bowls, each with 7 felt balls that invite players to collect and sort. The
small felt balls will assist in fine motor development. Made using natural fibres
that are coloured using non-toxic dyes. Made in Nepal with love and fair trade
labour. Hand made from natural materials using old techniques such as felting.
Surface clean only. Size: bowl 10(W) x 6cm(H), balls 3cm(D). Ages 3+ years

PAP248

Set of 7 $129.95

Earth Tones Ball and Bowl Set
This Earth tones ball and bowl sensory set is ideal for colour matching and
sorting. Set includes 6 coloured bowls, each with 6 felt balls that invite
children to collect and sort the small felt balls will assist in fine motor
development. Colours include, sage, baby pink, mustard, beige, grey & blue.
Ages 3+ years

PAP483

Set of 6 $129.95

Sensory Pack
Explore a natural variety of materials with this matching and sorting game.
Set of 5 pairs, which are all made using natural fibres that are coloured using
non-toxic dyes. Includes stone, wood, crochet, felt. Made in Nepal with love
and fair trade labour. Hand made from natural materials using old techniques
such as felting. Surface clean only. Calico storage bag included. Size: approx.
8 to 10cm. Contents may vary. Ages 3+ years

PAP272

8

Set of 10 $43.95

Natural Sorting Stones
Children will enjoy sorting by colour, ordering by size, stacking and matching.
Set of 12 in three different sizes and four colours. Durable for use in sand,
water and outdoors. Handy storage bag included. Size: large stone 8cm, small
5.5cm. Ages: 12+ months

YD1039

Set of 12 $49.95

Sensory Stones

Interlocking Sensory Stones

Set of 8 stones featuring four raised/bumpy designs (circles, dots, wavy lines
and a grid) and four indented/hollow designs (circles, lines, zigzags and a
spiral). Teacher’s guide included. Stones measure 7.5cm. Ages 3+ years

Cast from a unique resin mix including real stone, these pebbles are durable for
many messy play, printing and mark making activities both indoors and outside.
The set contains 8 stones (four pairs) measuring 7.5cm each. Ages 3+ years

YD1022

YD1025

teaching.com.au

Set of 8 $59.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Set of 8 $59.95

Prices exclude GST
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What’s Inside? Soft Feely Box

Teaching Tac Tiles

Little ones can’t wait to get their hands inside this adorable box and find out
exactly what’s inside! The soft, machine-washable box is packed with 10
different sensory objects for kids to feel and explore, like a silky butterfly
with crinkly wings, a cute lion with a corduroy coat, a shiny frog for tots to
squeak and more. Plus, a big 10cm opening on top makes it extra-easy for kids
to reach right in and feel around! The box measures approximately 17.7cm
square. Comes with 10 soft toys. Ages 18+ months

Tactile learning is a bag full of fun! Colourful, engaging pieces with rich
textures (smooth, bumpy, ridged, and rough) provide a great way to engage a
child’s senses and strengthen fine motor skills. Reach into the bag to find two
matching shapes or textures only by touch, or follow the Activity Cards. Learn
shape identification while building vocabulary, and early maths skills. Includes
20 pieces in 5 shapes and 4 textures, and 10 Activity Cards. Shapes measure
5cm in length. Ages 3+ years

LS909

LER9075

$144.95

$39.95

Colour,
shape &
texture

Feely Tubs
Feely tubs are perfect for concealing items from children and getting them
to use their sense of touch to identify the contents. Children will learn about
texture and shape and will create their own guessing games with endless
possibilities. Younger children will combine learning about colour, shape and
texture while developing their memory and imaginative skills. Set consists of
4 stackable pots that are light, portable and easy to store. Each tub is 15cm
high and 12.5cm in diameter. Ages 3+ years

ZZ9030

Set of 4 $49.95

Matching Texture Feely Bag
The felt pieces in this bag have Velcro attached at the top/back so that the
child can orientate each piece before naming. The Velcro also allows for
the pieces to be used with felt boards. Ideal for shape recognition, language
development and early numeracy and literacy activities. Total of 20 pieces.
Ages 3+ years

KD12730

20 pieces $24.95

Training 2s – Sensory Marble Maze

Tactile development is in the bag, in this game. After selecting a tile, the
child reaches into the bag and feels for the corresponding piece. Includes
22 colourful, wooden shapes with matching tiles in a drawstring bag. Easily
varied to suit many skill levels by changing the number of pieces or removing
the more detailed ones. Ages 3+ years

Babies learn through senses and rely on touch or tactile sense to experience
the world. The Sensory Marble Maze features 3 soft mazes, each filled with
1 marble. Children use their fingers to push forward the marble along the
twisting path till they reach the other end. This action will reinforce children’s
finger muscle, eye-hand coordination, improve their focus and concentration.
This toy is also useful for children with tactile defectiveness as the continuous
tactile input will help desensitise their tactile senses. Size: Lizard: 33cm x
16cm, Owl: 22.3cm x 22cm, Fish: 18cm x 20cm. Ages 2+ years

CUS0356

PK21022

Feel and Find Game

44 pieces $59.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 3 $36.95
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Tactile Play

Tactile-visual Dominoes

Touch and Match Domino Game

Large-format tactile domino game with a rough texture on both sides.
Illustrated with a lot of contrast to develop visual and tactile discrimination
while playing dominoes. Suitable for use by people with visual disability. Set of
28 dominoes measuring 13(L) x 6.5(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

There are 10 different textures to explore with this game. The board contains
identical textures to those found in the small individual cups. The aim is for
children to match the textures in the cups to the textures on the board. The
board measures 27.5(L) x 11(W)cm. Ages 3+ years

AKR20615

LB8483

Set of 28 $44.95

$19.95

Wooden Feely Box

Mystery Guessing Box

Sturdy wooden feely box with hole
for children to explore through touch.
Place textured items in the Feely Box,
close the lid and let children place their
hand in the hole to touch the items for
a sensory experience! Size: 29.5(L) x
24(W) x 25(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

What is it? Touch, Feel and Guess! A fun hands-on way to encourage young
learners to learn about shapes . Kids build tactile awareness and vocabulary
skills as they interact with these 20 thick wooden shapes in a variety of
hands-on activities, which perfectly fit in small hands. See-through acrylic
box has been included for safe-keeping and for teachers to guide the child
during playtime. Let the child guess the textures which include roughness,
scratchiness, slipperiness, and smoothness. Ages 3+ years

TH0070

GD537

$29.95

$89.95

Sensory Stacking
Towers
Perfect for sensory
activities, this set
contains 39 exploration
rings in a variety of textures
and materials such as:
brush, wood, cloth, plastic,
twine, beads and more.
Also included are 3 wooden
stands and 1 cloth bag.
Supplied in a wicker basket.
Ages 3+ years

DY103239

10

$399.95

teaching.com.au

Heuristic
play basket

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST
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Tactile Play

Coloured Sensory Blocks Set

Sound Matching Gem Blocks
Match these beautiful wooden sensory blocks by the sound they produce
or the gem colour on top. Set of 12 blocks that feature 6 different sounds to
match. Explore auditory ability, sound memory and attention to detail. Block
set comes in a storage bag. Each block measures 4.5cm square. Ages 2+ years

Good for building, comparing and sorting. Each block has a different set of
properties - shape, colour and type of insert. The blocks are an ideal resource
for using on a light box (sold separately). Set includes 15 blocks in assorted
colours and different inserts. The rectangle measures 14(L) x 7(H)cm.
Ages 3+ years

GD318

GD933

Set of 12 $65.95

Treasure Blocks Clear
Clear Treasure Blocks features transparent windows that are
perfect for observing or displaying small objects. Holds marbles, beads,
twigs, leaves, small toys and more. Use for colour exploration and light table
activities. Removable panel has screws to keep objects secure until ready to
be replaced. Largest block measures: 14(L) x 14(W) x 5cm(H). Ages 3+ years

GC3084

Set of 8 $99.95

Set of 15 $109.95

Treasure Blocks Coloured
What can we find today? Collect trinkets, natural materials and sensory
objects to place in the beautiful Treasure Blocks. Smooth hardwood frames
with inset, colorful, transparent acrylic windows have a removable panel to
place small objects to observe or display. Ages 3+ years

GC3085

Set of 8 $99.95

Chunky Tactile Matching Set
This chunky tactile matching set is great for children to learn colour matching, as well as using their
touch to correctly identify the right pieces. This set includes a Matching Maze set (GC5079), and
Search and Match (GC5077). Ages 3+ years

GC5070K

$172.90
$
95

139

Save $32.95

$139.95

Tactile Matching Maze
Little hands guide tactile circle pieces
across the track to match the patterns
of corresponding square block. The five
smooth-sanded circular pieces can be
moved around the cutout path while
remaining affixed to the sturdy puzzle
board. Chunky square puzzle pieces
with textured centers can be rearranged
to create new patterns.
Measures 38(W) x 24(D)
x 5cm(H). Ages 3+ years

GC5079

$82.95

Tactile Search and Match
Curious toddlers flip sensory puzzle
pieces over to feel and identify
them from their bumpy ridges,
smooth surfaces, soft plush and
more. Nine different textures on
oversized puzzle piece match to a
corresponding spot on the sturdy
puzzle board. Measures
35.5(W) x 30.5(D) x
5cm(H). Ages 2+ years

GC5077

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$89.95
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Training 2s – Touch N Feel Shapes
Provide tactile stimulation and strengthen
sensory development with this shapes game.
The sensory pads are made of 5 different fabrics.
Start by familiarising the child to touch the pads and
understand the different textures. Then put pads into
the bag. The child then picks a game card and uses
his or her hands to poke into the bag to find the right
one. Start with two groups of shapes and gradually
increase the level of difficulty. Contents include 15
sensory pads (5 sets x 3 shapes), 1 storage/guess bag,
15 game cards and guide book. Size: Triangle: 6(W) x
5(H) x 1.5(D)cm, Rectangle: 9.5(W) x 3(H) x 1.5(D)cm,
Circle: 5 (W) x 5(H) x 1.5 (D)cm. Ages 2+ years

PK21023

$39.95

Sensory Textures Walking Path
This sensory textures walking path contains 9 different feet with 9 different
materials and surface structures. Constantly changing stimuli such as
warmth and cold, hard and soft or smooth and rough are sensed and learned.
Promotion of balance, sense of touch and tactile perceptions are the main
issues involved in this keep-fit trail, the setup of which can be linear, circular
or varied. Suitable for all age groups. Use is recommended without socks. Size
of each foot: 28(L) x 14(W) x 2.3(H)cm. Ages: 3+ years

EZ44434

Set of 9 $269.95

Sensory Worry Stones
These tactile sensory worry stones have been designed to soothe and calm
children, helping them to focus, concentrate and feel secure: key elements of
productive learning. The set includes twelve stones: two each of six designs
(heart, egg, grooved, knobbly, two-tone and hollowed). Age 3+ years.

YD1118

Set of 12 $49.95

Tactile Matching Games Kit
A large-format tactile memory game with different textures featuring real
images of our environment for working on tactile discrimination, visual
memory and attention through the sense of touch. You can play both the classic
and tactile memory games. Inspired by the Montessori methodology. Ages 3+ years

AKR2041K

$89.90
$
90

79

Save $10.00

$79.90

Different textures

12

Everyday Objects

Nature

AKR20410

AKR20411

34 Cards $44.95

teaching.com.au

Freecall 1800 251 497

34 Cards $44.95

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST
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Squidgy Gel Range

$232.85
$
95

199

Children are fascinated by sparkly things and the Squidgy Gel
Range is no exception. A great hands-on resource exploring
concepts. Fantastic for calming activities and sensory play.
Available in 3 theme packs. Contents may vary.

TTS500K

Save $32.90

Set of 27 $199.95

Squishy Number Fish

Giant Squidgy Sparkle Circles

Squidgy Sparkle Numbers

Watch the colourful gel beads inside the
fish move around when you squeezethe little fish.
The number fish are great for counting activities
and sensory play. The set consists of 10 fish with
the numbers 1 to 10 on one side and dots on the
reverse. Supplied in a jar. Ages 3+ years

Seven large dazzling coloured Squidgy Sparkle
Circles filled with 2D shapes to encourage early
shape and colour recognition. Each circle measure
19cm in diameter and comes in 7 bright colours.
Ages 3+ Years

Filled with safe colourful liquid and glitter,
these Squidgy Sparkle numbers can be folded
and squeezed. Excellent for light boxes, and
introducing literacy and mathematical concepts.
Includes 10 numbers, each measuring approx.
15cm. Ages 3+ years

TEB6251

TTS514

Set of 7 $119.95

Set of 10 $32.95

TTS576

Mystery Sensory Balls
A set of 6 reflective mirror balls
that look identical but all have
individual characteristics. Some
wobble when rolled, or turn
and won’t roll in a straight line,
some feel funny when twisted,
spun or shaken, and others make
different shaker or rattle sounds.
Size: 10cm(D). Age: 6+ months

Set of 10 $79.95

Every ball is
different

CT2203 Set of 6 $104.95

Perception Semi Spheres
When a hemisphere is placed on top of an object it magnifies it by 4 or 5 times
to give a view that is both a different colour and enlarged. Ages 6+ months

CT2602

Set of 8 $99.95

Sensory Balls Mega Pack

Sensory Rainbow Glitter Balls
A perfect resource for young children with fascinating sparkling stardust that
swirls around the inside of the balls as they are moved. Ideal for captivating
the imagination and improving concentration skills. Set of 7 in red, silver, gold,
green, blue, pink and blue. Size: 65mm in diameter. Ages 3+ years

Sensory Balls Mega pack that children will love. Lots of fun shapes
and unique textured balls to choose from. They are soft and
stimulating. Enhances gross motor and tactile skills, encourages
crawling, grasping and coordination. Softly rolling the textured balls on a
child’s back or feet heightens sensory awareness. Set of 9. Ages 6+ months

CT2098

EDU5199

Set of 7 $64.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 9 $118.95
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$86.90
$
95

Tactile Perception Pack

69

A fine motor and sensory set for children to
strengthen their hand and wrist muscles. Kit includes
Squeezers Tactile Silicone (WY006) and Olive Massage Ball
(WY3310). Contents may vary.

WY006K

Save $16.95

$69.95

Squeezers Tactile
Three different levels of resistance are offered by the Squeezer allowing
children to progressively strengthen their grip and the muscles in their hands
and wrists as they hold, squeeze and twist. Set includes 2 x soft-resistance,
2 x medium-resistance and 2 x hard-resistance squeezers. Each squeezer is
6.5cm in diameter and 1.3cm thick. Ages 6+ months

WY006

Set of 6 $36.95

Olive Massage Ball
These soft massage balls assist with children’s finger dexterity and the tactile
interaction helps to stabilise their emotions. Includes 12 x balls measuring
11.5(L) x 5(W)cm. Ages 6+ months

WY3310

Set of 12 $49.95

Tactile Balls

A selection of 20 balls with different textures, colours, density and bounce
properties. The balls are supplied in a black feely bag. Size: largest ball
7.5cm(D), smallest ball 5cm(D). Table not included. Ages 3+ years

Catch and feel these 6 easy-to-grip,
soft vinyl, tactile balls. The unique
grooves on each ball offer a sure hold
for little hands to engage in large
motor play. Largest ball is 10cm in
diameter. Ages 3+ years

CT2446

CUS9030

Sensory Ball Pack with Bag

Set of 20 $119.95

Set of 6 $89.95

Set of 4

9995

$

Save $10.05

Sensory Ball Set
Exciting textures and bright, eye-catching colours give kids a stimulating,
hands-on sensory experience—with every toss! Ten rugged balls feature
enticing ridges, tiny nubs, giant bumps and more and they’re all made of
tough, flexible vinyl that’s super-easy for kids to grip. Largest is 12cm in
diameter. Ages 3+ years

LS322SB
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teaching.com.au

Set of 10 $114.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Senso-Dot Balls
The slightly raised dots on these balls provide a lot of sensory material for
young children. Each ball is approximately 17cm in diameter. Supplied in
assorted colours. Ages 6+ months

EDU1517
EDU1517-4

Freefax 1800 151 492

Each $27.50
Set of 4 $99.95

Prices exclude GST
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Set of 2

19995

$

Save $39.95
Rock
‘n’ roll

Wooden Balance Board
Discover various ways of
balance by yourself! This toy
comes with curved plywood
board and rope that can helps
children learn to balance by
standing up, sitting down,
rocking back and forth. Great
for developing physical
strength and body control.
Suitable for children 3+ years

PT5198

Whally Board – Blue
Inspired by a jumping fish, Weplay Whally Board is textured with waves and
bubbles on the surface to provide children with tactile stimulations to feet
and inspire the imagination of fish roaming freely in water. This ergonomic
balance board is designed for young children either to sit in or stand on for a
fun rock balancing game. Maximum weight capacity is 60kg. Board measures
62(L) x 39.5(W) x 17(H)cm. Ages 18+ months

WY1005-B
WY1005-BK

$74.95

Each $119.95
Set of 2 $199.95

Promotes
co-ordination of head
and body balance

Jumping/Bouncing Ball
Designed for children to promote coordination of head and body balance,
improve control of physical movement as well as strengthen the leg muscles.
There are 2 sizes available. Supplied in assorted colours. Maximum weight
capacity is 120 kg. Ages 4+ years

WY404
WY554

40cm diameter $26.95
55cm diameter $32.95

Half Massage UFO Ball
The ball is great for tactile stimulation, balancing exercises and lots of fun
games. It also makes a great seat. Ball measures 40cm diameter. Maximum
weight capacity is 100kg. All ages.

WY0304

$66.95

Air Cushion Seat – 35cm
Air Cushion can be used on the floor to
strengthen lower body muscles and to train
for balance as well. One side is bump-studded
while the other side is more gently textured to
provide users with different sensations to enhance
the sense of touch and coordination. Maximum
weight capacity is 100kg. Size 35cm. Ages 2+ years

BRU4302
BRU4302-2

Each $49.95
Set of 2 $79.95

Set of 2

7995

$

Save $19.95

Air Cushion – 60cm
Children will love to use this double-sided air cushion. The tactile side is
great for balancing activities and the reverse side offers a comfortable seat.
Supplied in assorted colours. The cushion is 60cm in diameter. Ages 2+ years

BRU607

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$114.95
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Tai-Chi Balance Board
– Small
There are many ways children can
interact, balance and play with
this large play board. The two
interchangeable discs can be added
for more fun and challenge. The
coupling discs can also be used
individually as handheld toys for
hand-eye coordination training.
Contents include 1 balance board
(diameter 48cm) and 3 balls.
Maximum weight capacity is 60kg.
Ages 3+ years

WY1504

Seesaw
This fun-filled dual purpose seesaw
can be used for side to side balance
as well as a combination ball run
balance board. The players need to
run the ball along the track while
keeping balance. Contents include
1 seesaw (50(L) x 23(W) x 9(H)cm)
and 2 balls. Maximum loading: 60kg.
Ages 3+ years

$79.95

WY1501

Rocking Seesaw

Maze Balance Board

The seesaw uses a rubber anti-slip
design that not only prevents injury
but allows sensory stimulation
as well. The left-right walker
movements target co-ordination
development. The seesaw measures
55(L) x 24(W) x 15(H)cm. Supplied
in assorted colours. The maximum
weight capacity is 60kg. Ages 3+
years

WY904

An incremental balance board that
elevates balance co-ordination to
a higher level. The snail labyrinth
pattern on the board provides
challenge and amusement in ball
rotation. It measures 54(L) x 40(W) x
2.5(H)cm. Supplied with 3 balls. The
maximum weight capacity is 80kg.
Ages 3+ years

$79.95

WY801

Stepping Stones

16

The child sits on the rotation board
with his/her hands on the handles.
Using the hands to rotate from side
to side the child will use his/her
balance skills and improve on them.
This rotation disc measures 48cm in
diameter. Maximum weight capacity
is 40kg. Ages 3+ years

WY010

3 pairs $84.95

teaching.com.au

$59.95

Handheld Rotation Board

These pebble-like stilts have rubber
anti-slip guards and the length of the
rope is adjustable. Once the ropes
are removed from the stilts, the stilts
can be used as stepping stones. Each
stone measures 16(L) x 10.5(W)
x 8(H)cm. The maximum weight
capacity is 60kg. Supplied in assorted
colours. Ages 3+ years

WY901

$59.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

$107.95

Prices exclude GST
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Rainbow River Stones

These unique shaped design includes
narrow and wide sides to step
over, which helps children improve
coordination and balance. Each set
contains 6 pieces that can be rotate
in different directions to enrich the
configurations. Ages 12+ months

A set of six rainbow river stones in
three different sizes and textures.
An interactive game that can have
multiple layout designs by rotating
the pieces or stacking them. It
improves motor skills and selfconfidence in children. The largest
stone is 13cm high and 40cm in
diameter. There are 2 pieces of each
stone and the maximum weight
capacity is 80kg. Multiples shown.
Ages 3+ years

WY1001

WY0008

Plan Your Step

Set of 6 $269.95

Set of 6 $239.95

Honey Hills Discovery Set
This nature-inspired sensory-motor
set stems from the natural shape of
honeycomb. Honey hills combines
tactile play with a challenging
pathway and various heights and
directions. Set includes 6 double
steps (3 yellow and 3 orange) and
3 hexagonal tactile bags (red, blue
and green) that sit inside the steps
for added sensory play. Tactile items
inside bags not included. Each piece
measures 48(L) x 26(W) x 11(H)cm,
5.5cm depth of concave.
Ages 2+ years

WY0013

Set of 6 $299.95

Rocking Bowl & Bean Bags Kit
A sensory combination of rocking movement and soft playful bean bags. Kit
includes Clear Rocking Bowl (WY2004C) and Bean Bags. Set of 10 (WY096).

WY2004CK

$279.95

$314.90
$
95

279

Save $34.95

Rocking Bowl – Clear
Improve gross motor co-ordination and stability.
Rocking bowl with a wave design edge provides
children with safety when the bowl is turned
upside down. The bottom is designed with a
smooth curve to prevent children from getting
hurt when they sit in it and rock from side to
side. The ripple lines inside serve as an anti-slip
function. Each bowl is 72cm in diameter and is
32cm deep. Maximum weight capacity is 40kg.
Ages 2+ years

WY2004C

$239.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Nesting Balance Path
This nesting balance path has 4 levels of heights
and thicknesses for children to walk along and
practise their balancing skills. Each path has
different textures on for children to feel with their
hands or feet. And then this can all be slotted
together for easy storage. Ages 2+ years.

WY0502

$329.95
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Getting Physical Gross
Motor Skills Kit

$482.55
$
95

419

The getting physical gross motor skills kit
is a fantastic kit for multiple activities for
both individuals and groups. Kit includes 6
skipping ropes of adjustable length, 2, scooter
boards, 4 jumping bouncing balls (2 x 40cm, 2
x 55cm dia.), and a set of 6 high grade jumping
sacks. The kit also includes a team walker,
which can be used by a group of separated
into 4 individual walker pairs. Outdoor play is
essential for developing social skills and also
ensuring an engaged an active lifestyle. The
benefit of the number of games and activity
is combining fun with competitive spirit and
interactive activity such as the team walker.

WY944K

Save $62.60

$419.95

Watermelon Disc
This brightly coloured watermelon disc has multiple levels of fun in one!
Great for active kids, imagination and cooperative play. It is heavy duty with a
double wall plastic construction and can be used inside or out. Children can sit
inside the disc and rock side to side, and spin around in it. Ages 3+ years. This
brightly coloured watermelon disc has multiple levels of fun in one! Great for
active kids, imagination and cooperative play. It is heavy duty with a double
wall plastic construction and can be used inside or out. Children can sit inside
the disc and rock side to side, and spin around in it. Ages 3+ years.

DM1001

$349.95

Throw N Hit
Throw N Hit is a very useful and playful indoor training tool to develop gross
motor skills, balance and posture. It can also help release children’s anxiety
and anger to keep them emotionally stable. Hang the target mat onto a
sturdy and stable place such as the wall or a door. Then, toss the bean bags
to the matching colour area. Includes target mat and 4 bean bags. Target
mat measures 50(W) x 60(H)cm and bean bag 9(W) x 9(H) x 3(D)cm. Made of
fabric. Ages 2+ years

PK21029

$60.95

Twiggle Toss

The ‘twist and turn’ activity in this Tai Chi ball encourages hand-eye coordination and cognitive development. It can also strengthen the flexibility of
children’s wrists. The ball has a diameter of 20cm. Ages 4+ years

Combining the fun of classic ring toss and bean bag toss with the added
challenge of a rockable base, Twiggle Toss helps develop hand-eye
coordination and aiming skills. Children can use the bean bags and different
sized rings to create various targets and game designs every time they play.
Contents include 1 x Rocking base (25(L) x 18(W) x 6.5(H)cm), 1 x Y-shaped
twig (32 x 24 x 5cm), 6 x Animal rings (3 x bear 21cm and 3 x monkey 16cm),
4 x Bean bags (6 x 6cm each - 1 x red, 1 x yellow, 1 x blue, 1 x green).
Ages 2+ years

WY010L

WY1505

Tai Chi Ball
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$119.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

$69.95

Prices exclude GST
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Count & Lace Numbers Board

Jewel Beads & Laces

Count from 1 - 20 by threading laces through the hoops to reach the end.
Fun for counting and also lacing & threading activites. Comes with a wooden
board with numbers 1-20 and wooden hoops that spin around. Also comes
with 2 laces. Ages 3+ years

A sparkly collection of jewelled beads in 12 stunning colours to chose from.
Comes with 48 beads and 4 laces for children to practise their lacing &
threading, as well as making beautiful necklaces. Comes supplied in a calico
bag for easy storage. Ages 3+ years

GD926

GD951

$34.95

$59.95

Textured Threading Pebbles

Geo Lacing Pastel Beads

These tactile tones are a perfect way to introduce early sorting and counting
skills. As well as helping to develop fine-motor skills such as hand-eye coordination. The soft, chunky lcaes are comfortable to hold, allowing children
to concentrate on the choices they are making as they explore the different
shapes, shaes and textures. They will also enjoy creating simplate patterns
along the laces. Ages 2+ years

These Lacing Beads encourage children to develop
fine motor skills, creativity, and concentration.
It consists of 15 beads in 3 different geometric
shapes and 2 laces. Children can create endless
patterns from their imagination or follow our
guideline. Suitable for children 2+ years.

YD1097

PT5381

Set of 16 $49.95

Weaving
Frame Kit

$98.85
$
95

Set includes Three Panel
Weaving Frame (ACH8618),
Assorted Ribbons 35g
(SH35R), and Threading Laces
(EC202). Fun for children to
practice fine motor skills.

ACH8618D

82

Save $15.90

$82.95

Weaving Frame
A fun and open-ended resource for children. This
wooden weaving panel helps to promote fine
motor skills. Children will increase their hand/eye
co-ordination as they weave different resources.
This item features a wooden frame and a metal
wire mesh. It has three panels which are easily
assembled together. Ages 3+ years

ACH8618

$24.95

$78.95

Threading Laces
Extra long brightly coloured threading laces with
plastic ends which are ideal for threading and
sequencing activities. Threading laces are supplied
in 6 colours with each lace being approximately
110cm long. Supplied as a pack of 12 laces. Ages
3+ years.

EC202

Pack of 12 $8.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Assorted Ribbon
Excellent for threading activities and decorating,
this 35g pack of assorted ribbons will be a useful
addition in the classroom. 3+ years

SH35R

35g Pack $10.95
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2-in-1 Dress Up Doll
Enhance a child’s ability for
self-care, self-confidence and to train fine motor
skills. Learning dressing skills establishes good
habits and develops a sense of responsibility.
Children can practise zipping, tying and buttoning
with 2-in-1 Dress Up Doll. Buttons are designed
in two sizes, which can be used to practise in
different levels of difficulty. Child-sized buttons
that can make the dressing training simpler and
easier and boosts self-confidence. Dressing skills
enable precision movements, train fine motor
skills and hand-eye coordination. Size: 55(L) x
22(W) x 4cm thick. One side is a girl, the other side
a boy. Ages 2+ years

PK21011

Reverse side

$48.95

Wooden Lacing Sneaker

Lace & Trace Farm Animals Set
Thick, colour co-ordinated laces promote matching and cognitive
skills. Set contains 5 double-sided lacing panels and 5 laces. Supplied in a
wooden box that measures approximately 21 x 18cm. Ages 3+ years

Few things will give young children more satisfaction than mastering shoe
lacing and tying skills. This wooden, high-top sneaker will make practising
fun and help the child reach this developmental milestone. It measures
approximately 20 x 13cm. Ages 3+ years

MND3781

MND3018

Set of 5 $22.95

Zip

Snap

Button

$29.95

Buckle

Lace

Tie

Dressing Frames Kit
Kit includes Zip, Snap & Button
Dressing Frames – Set of 3 (LS371D)
and Buckle, Lace & Tie Dressing Frames
– Set of 3 (LS372D). Contents may vary.

LS371K

Set of 6 $199.95

Zip, Snap & Button Dressing Frames

$229.90
$
95

199

Save $29.95

These cleverly crafted dressing frames encourage
beginners to practise dressing skills and develop
finger dexterity! The sturdy, lightweight frames
feature zips, and extra-large snaps and buttons for
little hands. The solid hardwood frames feature
thickly padded, double-sewn covers for years of
classroom use! Set of 3 frames; each measures
22.8 x 28cm. Comes in a vinyl pouch. Ages 3+ years

LS371D
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Set of 3 $114.95

Freefax 1800 151 492

Buckle, Lace & Tie Dressing Frames
The sturdy, lightweight frames feature buckles and
laces for threading and tying, so they’re perfect for
little hands. The solid hardwood frames feature
thickly padded, double-sewn covers for years of
classroom use! Set of 3 frames; each measures
22.8 x 28cm. Comes in a vinyl pouch.
Ages 3+ years

LS372D

Set of 3 $114.95

Prices exclude GST
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Nest and Lace Shapes

Weplay Apple Links provides enjoyment through threading, stacking and
building different structures with creativity. The activities enhance not only
fine movement of hands and fingers but also hand-eye brain coordination.
Ages 3+ years

Little hands explore chunky, geometric shapes and the negative spaces
between with the colourful blocks of Nest and Lace Shapes. Lacing the chunky
rubberwood puzzle pieces, with the patterns on the activity cards, encourages
sequencing and matching skills while also subtly introducing colour theory
concepts. Activity cards and stand included. Smallest piece measures: 7.6(dia)
x 9cm(H), largest piece measures: 7.6(W) x 2.5(D) x 5cm(H). Ages 3+ years

WY0012

GC6747

Weplay – Apple Links

$104.95

35 pieces $79.95

Vetrovorm Lacing Card Kit
An excellent game for developing hand/eye co-ordination consisting of 18
plastic cards and 24 string laces. Twelve cards feature a coloured design,
which the child is encouraged to follow. The remaining 6 cards are blank
so that the children can either copy other patterns or make up their own.
Supplied in a beech wooden box. Each card measures 16cm square and the
length of the string is 90cm. Ages 3+ years

ED7831

$179.95

Australian Animals Lacing Shapes – Set 2
This set contains 3 large brightly coloured lacing shapes with 12 laces. Ideal
for encouraging hand/eye co-ordination. Each shape can also be used as a
template. Koala (20cm), Platypus (22cm), Kookaburra (22cm). Ages 3+ years

EC381

Set of 3 $14.95

Geo Shape Lacing

Nexus Play Board Lacing Pack – Black

Geo Shape Lacing is a colourful, geometric new look for a classic lacing
activity toy. Set includes 3 over-sized geometric lacing boards and multicoloured laces. Children can experiment with colour, patterns, letters, and
pictures within the frames. These manipulatives are easy for little hands to
grasp and are for developing essential and cognitive skills including fine motor
skills, hand-eye coordination, as well as visualization and process. Suggested
Age: 3+ Years.

This excellent teaching tool helps students learn to thread a lace, and handeye co-ordination pushing the lace into a hole and onto the next to create a
picture. They will learn co-operative play making pictures and designs with
other children, to copy more complex patterns created by other children or
teacher, and to photo copy and record a design. The 4 play boards can be
linked together or used separately time and time again. Pack of 4 boards with
20 laces + 4 pens. Each board measures 23.3(L) x 20(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

GC6801

NX7006

Set of 3 $58.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$79.95
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Classroom Threading Essentials Kit

$212.80
$
95

179

These everyday lacing and threading essentials will suit a wide range of ages. Each lacing activity includes a storage
container and laces. Kit includes Stackable Lacing Buttons (JYN021), Round Stackable Lacing Buttons (JYN023),
Translucent Jumbo Lacing Beads (JYN01C) and Buttons & Bobbins Lacing Set (JYN024). Ages 3+ years

JYN02K

Save $38.85

$179.95

Stackable Lacing Buttons

Round Stackable Buttons

JYN021

JYN023

288 pieces $49.95

480 pieces $53.95

Translucent Jumbo
Lacing Beads

Buttons & Bobbins
Lacing Set

JYN01C

JYN024

360 pieces $59.95

256 piece $54.95

Enhance
fine motor
skills

Threading Fruit
& Vegetables Set

Use these 34 beads of fruit to create a wonderful fruit chain. Supplied in a
plastic jar with 2 laces. Ages 3+ years

Large wooden pieces help little hands lace the red and green apples, yellow
pears, purple eggplant, orange carrots, and brown mushrooms onto the
91cm string with wooden ‘needle’ and stopper. From the 5cm apples to the
11.5cm carrots, these 24 beautifully painted fruits and vegetables help teach
patterning and sequencing. Ages 3+ years

LB5010

CUS9135

Wooden Lacing Fruit

34 pieces $22.95

Cotton Reels

Giant Lacing Beads
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$134.95

These giant (3.5cm) plastic beads are supplied in 4 different shapes and 6
bright colours, with 6 colourful laces each 80cm long, all packed in an easy to
carry storage container. Ages 3+ years

There are 120 brightly coloured plastic cotton reels in 4 strong colours. They
can be sorted, counted, threaded and used in many other ways. Includes 6
tagged laces and 2 thick laces with a fun end piece. Each cotton reel measures
3 x 3cm. Ages 3+ years

GG1040

DM6301

teaching.com.au

Box of 100 $64.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Pack of 120 $34.95

Prices exclude GST
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Gator Grabber Tweezers

Squeezy Tweezers

Perfect for developing fine motor skills, these
alligator tweezers are designed for small hands
and have less resistance than normal tweezers.
Each tweezer is approximately 10cm. The set
includes 12 colourful tweezers, supplied in a
bucket with guide. Ages 2+ years

Squeeze this tool in the middle to open the
tweezers and strengthen muscles in little hands
and fingers! A perfect picker-upper that also builds
the hand strength necessary for good fine-motor
skills. Includes 6 tweezers in 6 different colours.
The tweezers are 12cm long. Ages 3+ years

LER2963

LER5963

Set of 12 $22.95

Set of 6 $24.95

Fine Motor Twisty Droppers
A twisty take on fine motor development! Perfect
for hand strengthening, cause and effect, scientific
experimentation and creative play. The dropper is
15cm long. Ages 2+ years

LER3963

Set of 4 $29.95

Helping Hands Tool Set
Twist, scoop, squeeze and build
little hand muscles with four of our
finest tools! Help children develop
fine-motor and pre-scissor skills and
get ready for writing, cutting and
more. Includes 1 x Gator Grabber
Tweezers 10cm, 1 x Handy Scoopers
15cm, 1 x Twisty Droppers 15cm and
1 x Squeezy Tweezers 12cm. Ages
3+ years

LER5558
LER5558-20

Set of 4 $22.95
Set of 20 $94.95

Handy Scoopers
Children will have a blast practising the skills
needed for scissor cutting. These fun tools feature
translucent scoops and easy-grip handles. Each
scoop contains holes to allow for catch and release
fun at the water table. The scooper is 15cm long.
Ages 2+ years

Set of 20

9495

$

Save $19.80

LER4963

Set of 4 $33.95

Set of 12

2995

$

Save $11.90

Easy-Grip Safety Tweezers
Even beginners can grab and lift all sorts of small objects with these jumbosized, kid-friendly tweezers. Perfect for fine motor activities, learning centres,
sorting games and more. Each pair of sturdy plastic tweezers features safe,
rounded edges and an extra-long handle that’s a cinch for little hands to
manoeuvre. Each pair of tweezers is approximately 17.5cm long. Ages 3+
years

LS607

Set of 12 $34.95

Fine Motor Tweezer Tongs
These easy-grip tweezer tongs help little ones gain muscle control,
co-ordination and fine motor skills! Children simply grip the tongs like a pencil
to grab and sort objects. Set of 4; each tweezer is 15.2cm long. Ages 3+ years

LS139D
LS139D-12

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 4 $13.95
Set of 12 $29.95
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Giant Fishing Games
These super-sized fishing games are a hands-on
and an interactive way to learn about lowercase letters,
numbers and shapes. The fishing skills required help children
improve their motor skills and hand-eye coordination.
Kit includes 2 sets of Giant Fishing Games: Number 1-20
(ZZ0017) and Alphabet A-Z (ZZ0018). Ages 3+ years

ZZ001K

$236.90
$
95

Set of 4

Extra
large
rods

4995

199

$

Save $9.85

Save $36.95

$199.95

ZZ0017

ZZ0018

Giant Fishing Rods
Giant Number Fishing Set 1–20

Giant Alphabet Fishing Set A–Z

Consists of 2 plastic rods (70cm), 20 plastic
fish (23cm) and a handy reusable mesh bag.

Consists of 2 plastic rods (70cm), 26 plastic
fish (23cm) and a handy reusable mesh bag.

ZZ0017

ZZ0018

$116.95

$119.95

Set of 4 giant fishing rods. Made of plastic. To be
used with the Giant Fishing Games (ZZ0017 &
ZZ0018). Size: 48(L)cm. Age: 3+ years

ZZ001S
ZZ001SK

WY6208K

Each $14.95
Set of 4 $49.95

$469.90
$
95

419

Save $49.95

WY0009B
WY6208

WY0009G

Super Rock ‘N’ Fish Tactile Path
A unique fishing game that includes a tricky tactile path for
children to navigate their way around the imaginary pond. Set
includes the Blue Wavy Tactile Path Set of 8 (WY0009B) and the Rock ‘n’ Fish
Game (WY6208). Each tactile path piece measures 53(L) x 18(W) x 17.3(H)cm,
rod 48cm, fish 15cm length. Ages 3+ years

WY6208K
WY6208
WY0009B
WY0009G
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Complete Kit $419.95
Fishing Kit $99.95
Blue Tactile Path $369.95
Green Tactile Path $369.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST
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Magnetic Bug Catching Game
This magnetic wooden puzzle game features bugs and insects in a garden.
Use the magnetic butterfly net to capture the 10, bug buddies from the game
board. Then, enjoy the challenge of returning them to their preferred perch!
A creative way to encourage eye-hand and fine motor development.
Ages 3+ years

MND3779

$22.95

Matching and
Fishing Game
A great opportunity to learn the
names of ocean animals, this solid
wooden box contains 8 different
kinds of ocean animal pieces,
which children can pick up with
the magnetic rod and then match
them to the cut-out shapes on
the box. A fantastic game for
developing manipulative skills
and improving hand/eye coordination. The box measures
16.5(L) x 16.5(W) x 10(H)cm.
Ages 2+ years

GD865

Magnetic Fishing Game
This magnetic wooden puzzle game features aquatic animal artwork. Use the
magnetic fishing pole to catch the 10, colourful sea friends from the game
board. Enjoy the challenge of returning them to the depths! A creative way to
encourage eye-hand and fine motor development. Ages 3+ years

MND3778

$22.95

Catch & Count
Fishing Game
Hand-eye
coordination

$94.95

The 10 magnetic fish are
numbered and patterned
to enrich matching,
sorting, and counting
activities, and two wooden
rods make collecting them
a blast! Kids can use the
spinner to play as a game,
or just have fun collecting
the pieces over and over
again. Either way, there’s
plenty of fun in this sea!
Suitable from 2 yrs+

MND5149

$56.95

Great to use in water
Magnetic Fishing Set

Learn to Sort & Recycle Magnetic Game

Children get a bite every time they play with this magnetic fishing set and
build essential hand-eye co-ordination skills too. Using 4 poles fitted with
safe, magnetic ‘hooks’, children fish for 18 sea creatures that are weighted
to float upright. Poles are adjustable so even tots can enjoy frustration free
fishing. Poles are 48cm long. Ages 3+ years

Practise sorting and recycling common household items and foods into the
coloured waste bins. This game requires players to use their fine motor skills
and hand/eye coordination to manipulate the magnetic wand across the
acrylic board. The magnetic pen is secured to the board for ease of use. Board
measures 37cm square x 1.7cm thick. Ages 3+ years

LS724

GD110

$79.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$71.95
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Count & Sort Magnetic Gems

Number Magnetic Wand Maze
Fill each basket with the correct number of red “apples” by guiding the
attached magnetic wand over the board. Wooden backing board with nonremovable clear cover. Board measures 30.5(L) x 23(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

This game offers players a combination of sorting, counting and pre-writing
activities. Children guide the magnetic pen across the acrylic board to
magnetise the colourful gems and slot them into the numbered columns. Set
includes 12 double-sided pattern cards. Ages 3+ years

MND2280

GD305

$43.95

$104.95

Logical
thinking
game

Junior Labyrinth Square

Dino Eggs Counting Game

The object of this game is to move the balls with the pens from top to bottom
without hitting the barriers. Children must learn to think logically and a few
steps ahead if they are to succeed. Suitable for 2 players. Measures 30cm
square x 1.6cm thick. Ages 3+ years

This bright and colourful magnetic Dino counting game is perfect
for improving children’s fine motor skills and essential concept of colours,
numbers and order sequences. The board measures 35.6cm square x 1.7cm
thick. Colours may vary. Ages 3+ years

GD823

GD508

$69.95

Magnetic Challenge Game

Magnetic Super Challenge 2 Game
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$82.95

Move the bright and colourful geometric tiles with the magnetic wand to
create shapes on the wooden grid board. Promotes hand/eye coordination,
motor skills, colour recognition and pre-writing skills. Board measures 29.4cm
square x 1.94cm thick. Ages 3+ years

Excellent for improving motor skills and hand/eye coordination, this game can
be played with two players who compete against each other in terms of who
can slot their pieces in the correct positions first. They can move the pieces
with the magnetic pens (included). A total of 19 coloured pieces. Measures
37cm square x 1.8cm thick. Ages 3+ years

GD301

GD801

teaching.com.au

$56.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

$99.95

Prices exclude GST
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Rings & Sticks
A very special game with unlimited possibilities. It consists of approximately
275 wooden rings and sticks in 4 colours along with 24 diagram cards.
Children should begin making the designs on the diagram cards and then
progress to creating their own models using their imaginations. The set comes
packed in a wooden box with a lid. The box measures 35(L) x 19(W) x 8(H)cm
and each card measures 21(W) x 15(H)cm. Ages 4+ years

ED7304

$179.95

Jumbo Stacker Game
Improve children’s concept of sequence, colour recognition, and hand/eye
co-ordination with this jumbo stacker game. Includes 27 wooden beads in
assorted shapes and colours, 12 pattern cards, 2 sticks, 2 stands and 1 lace for
stringing. Ages 3+ years

GD908

$94.95

2D pieces to
3D stacking

Cookie Balance and Stack Game

Green Toys Build-a-Bouquet

Weplay Cookie Balance and Stack Game offers activities that aim
to promote fine motor skills through assembling, disassembling,
stacking and building up, improve children’s hand stability, concentration,
patience and self-confidence. In the game process, children can also develop
their colour acuity, basic mathematics concepts and inspire their unlimited
creativity. Parts include 16 people, 16 bases and 1 banana boat. Banana boat
measures 21 x 10.5 x 4.8cm. Ages 18+ months

Budding florists can create countless floral arrangements while saving energy
and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Made in the USA from 100% recycled
plastic milk jugs, this brightly coloured 44 piece set includes 4 bases, 16 stem
and leaf pieces, and 24 flower pieces. The vibrant lilies, petunias, and daisies
stack interchangeably in the assorted stems for limitless fun that blossoms
in all seasons. No BPA, phthalates, PVC or external coatings. Measurements:
bases 11.5(L) x 3.8(W)cm, flowers 6(W) x 8(H)cm. Ages 2+ years

WY010C

GY025

$71.95

$56.95

Precision
stacking

Flower and
Tree Game
This interesting game
explores balance, colour
recognition and hand/eye
co-ordination. Players stack
the pieces and the one who
stacks the most without
them falling, wins. Includes
24 various wooden pieces
such as flowers, stems, birds
and more. Supplied in a
cotton bag. Measures 8.5(D)
x 20(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

GD910 24 pieces $44.95

Butterflies in a Garden Set
Use the base rods to hold the flowers, butterflies and bees to create a unique
garden wooden game. Ages 2+ years

LB0037

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

78 pieces $56.95
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Set of 2
Save
$
95

11

Mini Muffin Match Up
Different sorting-circle inserts boost colour recognition, matching, sorting,
counting, and early maths skills. Included dice feature colours and numbers
(0–6) allowing for group activities and game play. Squeezy Tweezers™ add
to the fun and reinforce fine-motor skills! Includes 1 muffin pan (including
6 muffin cups) with easy-grip rubber handles, 60 mini muffin counters, 1
Squeezy Tweezer, 2 foam dice (1 colour cube and 1 number cube), 12 doublesided sorting-circle inserts, and activity guide. Muffin pan measures 25.4(L) x
12(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

LER5556

$50.95

Training 2s – Clip ‘N’ Sort
Reinforce hand-eye coordination, fine motor skill, concentration and logical
thinking. Children should be able to train their fine motor skill through gripping
and releasing. With good use of their two fingers, encourage the child to use
the stick to clip the bones into the matching colour bowls. Set includes 6 cups
(9.7cm), 50 plastic bones in 5 colours, 1 clipping stick (24.5cm). Ages 3+ years

PK21018
PK21018-2

Each $23.95
Set of 2 $35.95

Squeeze and Tweeze Game
Children will dish-up dexterity as
they sort and count these easy-tomanipulate, unique game pieces
developing such basic skills as colour,
shape, and number awareness. Made
from durable plastic, the largest
bowl is 19cm in diameter. An activity
guide is included. Ages 3+ years

CUS0773

Super Sorting Pie
Super Sorting Pie teaches early number skills and attributes (colour and fruit
shapes). Place the sorting cards into the bottom of the pan using the jumbo
tweezers. Includes 60 counters (7 fruits in 5 different colours), plastic pie
plate with cover & removable divider, 3 double-sided sorting cards, 2 jumbo
tweezers and activity guide. Pie measures 22cm in diameter. Ages 3+ years

$68.95

LER6216

Set of 4
Save
$
85

Easy-grip pegs
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Translucent Pegs on Clear Board

Peg Board and 100 Pegs Set
Virtually indestructible, this rubber-like peg board securely holds the 4.5cm
high, big-knobbed plastic pegs that stack for additional fun and learning.
The large 100-hole peg board is 40.5cm square. Set includes 100 pegs.
Ages 4+ years

CUS7562
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$62.95

$79.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Children will have fun stacking the translucent pegs into the board as well as
stacking as high as they can. The translucent board and pegs allows children
to use this on a lightboard too. The set comes with 1 clear board, and 100 pegs
in 6 different colours. For ages 3+ years.

JYN011
JYN011-4

Freefax 1800 151 492

Each $29.95
Set of 4 $99.95

Prices exclude GST
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Fine Motor Skills – Peg Sets
This great fine motor skills set has a combination of fun peg activities to teach children hand-eye coordination, hand
strengthening, colour recognition and logical thinking. This set includes old classics like Tricky Tree (SEG1117),
Tricky Forest (SEG1118) and Peg Domino (SEG1000). Ages 3+ years

SEGKIT01

169

Save $21.90

$169.95

Tricky Forest
This unique game where children must
build up the trees while keeping them in balance,
combines the fine motor control and develops
skills like colour recognition and logical thinking.
It is also a rich workshop for teaching patterns and
counting, both individually or in groups.

SEG1118

$191.85
$
95

Set of 3 $99.95

Peg Domino

Tricky Tree
Tricky Tree is a construction game that helps
children get acquainted with the concept of
balance. It also helps to improve the fine motor
control.

Every time you play it’s a new challenge.
This game is a perfect way to improve the ability
to arrange visual stimuli in a sequence, plan and
anticipate moves, identify and match colours, and
develop fine motor skills.

SEG1117

SEG1000

$36.95

$54.95

Spike the Fine Motor Hedgehog

Hoot the Fine Motor Owl

Spike the Fine Motor Hedgehog helps kids build up hand muscles
and fine motor skills as they replace the chunky, peg-shaped ‘quills’
within the holes that dot the smiling hedgehog’s back. The learning
doesn’t end there-Spike’s colorful quills also lend themselves well to lessons
in counting, sorting, and color identification skills. Ages 18+ months

Hoot is here to help kids prepare for preschool success with four
fun activities. Cuter than your average developmental toys, this fine motor
skills owl is designed to build and strengthen the different areas of hand
strength and coordination included in school readiness checklists.
Ages 18+ months

LER8904

LER9045

$24.95

$24.95

Translucent Sorting
Tray & Crystals
A great colour sorting
activity, whilst also using fine
motor skills like hand-eye
co-ordination, and gross motor
skills like hand strengthening.
It comes with 6 translucent
sorting bowls, 48 coloured
crystals and tongs in the same
6 colours. Ages 3+ years

JYN083

$42.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Feed-the-Animals
Fine Motor
Games Set

Tweezer Tongs Colour Sorting Kit

Children build fine motor control, develop eye-hand coordination as
they help these hungry animals gobble up treats! These irresistible
games feature super-silly animals with giant-sized mouths. Use the
large tweezers to grab tasty pretend treats and drop them into each animal’s
mouth. Set of 3 games, Feed the Puppy, Feed the Bunny and Feed the Monkey
includes 3 animal baskets (16.5cm), 3 plastic tweezers, 30 bones, 30 carrots
and 30 bananas. Ages 3+ years

Children develop fine motor control, sorting skills and eye-hand
coordination with this engaging colour sorting kit! Simply grip the
tweezer tongs just like a pencil, then grab and sort the balls into the tubes
by colour—building the muscle control and coordination they need to begin
writing! Kit includes 50 rubber balls in 5 different colours, one pair of blue
15.2cm long tweezer tongs, plus a 21cm square colour sorting tray with 5
removable, clear-view tubes. Ages 3+ years

LS6500

LS108D

$209.95

$86.95

Original Lock Activity Box

This Activity Box is a wonderful way to amuse young and curious minds, watch
the delight on a child’s face as they explore the various catches and openings.
Perfect for developing fine motor skills and dexterity. Size: wooden box
measures 20(L) x 12(W) x 17(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

A fantastic wooden activity box to
teach children how to open up different
compartments with various locks and
catches. Perfect for developing fine
motor skills and dexterity. Measures 32
(L) x 15(W) x 17(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

KAL005

KAL006

Lock Activity Box

$64.95

$89.95

Latches Board

Children will find delight in discovering what’s hiding behind the locked and
latched panels on this wooden play board and educational toy in one. They
can seek out a specific picture, race to open and close the doors, or tell a story
inspired by what they find. A great way to build fine motor skills and hand-eye
coordination while learning colours, numbers, animals and more! Wooden toy.
Size: 30.5(L) x 23.5(W) x 1.9(H)cm board thickness. Ages 3+ years

Undo a latch, swing open the numbered
door, and count on fun when the
picture beneath is revealed on this
wooden play board. Build fine motor
skills while learning about colours,
numbers, animals and more. The board
measures approximately 38(L) x 29(H)
cm. Ages 3+ years

MND9540

MND3785

Lock & Latch Board
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$34.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

$78.95

Prices exclude GST
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Little Builder Fine Motor Set

Create and construct beautiful trees with beads that connect
together. Wooden coloured beads that come with plastic tubes to connect
together for fun fine motor skills. Suitable for ages 3+ years

Multiple activities in one! Children can build, hammer, screw and
release with this little builder fine motor set. They learn how to use
such skills as turning, tightening, hammering and pulling As well as
hand-eye co-ordination, cause & effect and hand strengthening. Comes with
everything they need for their very own tool set. Ages 3+ years.

GD921

GD936

Linking Bead Tree

$34.95

$89.95

Crocodile Wall
Panels Game
Multifunctional wall toy, including wire beads, magnetic bead trace,
xylophones, castanet, mirror, bead travel, turning gear and tracing blocks.
A perfect and brilliant toy combination for schools, kindergartens, learning
center and public areas. Set of 5 panels that create a crocodile.
Ages 18+ months

LB50346

Set of 5 $319.95

Marble Run

Training 2s – Colourful Snapping Chains
Through snapping and unsnapping these colourful
straps, children can develop their hand muscles and
fine motor skills. The snapping action and sound
also release a child’s emotional tension. Includes 18
snapping straps and a guide book.
Size: 20(W) x 2.6(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

PK21025

This 40 piece set includes 10 x
ramp components, 25 x blocks and
accessories and 5 marbles. The
ramps join together using a simple
nesting mechanism so the marbles
run down easily any track that you
build. Accessories include tunnels,
a bell, a direction changer and an
arrangement of different blocks to
make amazing tracks. Made
from Plantation Wood.
Ages 3+ years

BBR021

$39.95

18 pieces $26.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Jewel Matching Game
Have fun matching the jewels together. Each hexagon piece has jewels, the
aim of the game is to place them in the board making sure each side matches
up to the next. Children can also use these for other matching activities.
Ages 3+ years.

Shape Stand
Each rod holds 6 shapes. There are 9 different geometrical shapes in 6 bright
colours. The stand measures 24cm square. Ages 5+ years

RO3801

GD952

$42.95

54 shapes $79.95

Wooden Maze Puzzle Pieces
Different obstacles on each bar, children have to think about how to take the
blocks our and put them back again. Besides of learning about 4 different
shapes and man colors, this toy helps the children’s ability to solve problems.
Ages 3+ years

LB50968

$26.95

Shape Posting Game
A fun way to learn shapes, sorting and fine motor skills with these posting
photo cards. Sort the photos by their shape with these self-checking cards.
Game includes 4 post boxes, each with a shape on the front (square, triangle,
circle and rectangle) and 40 double sided posting cards with real life photos.
Cards measure 5 x 3.5cm. Post boxes measure 6 x 14cm high. Ages 3+ years

ZZ0076
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$89.95

Barnyard Activity Boxes

Colour Match Peacock

Can you count them all? One red horse, two orange cows, three yellow sheep,
four green pigs, five blue geese, and six purple chickens. But don’t forget
the six barns as well. Our 28-piece set features six wooden barns and their
corresponding farm animals to help with counting, sequencing, shape-sorting,
colour-matching and more! Each barn measures 10.5(H) x 8.5(W) x 9(dia)cm.
Ages 2+ years

A wonderful learning toy for toddlers- helps preschoolers learn colours,
shapes, numbers and animals by sorting and matching. The set contains a
wooden game board, 4 double sided activity cards and 21 wooden pegs. The
pegs are all double sided with a shining gemstone on one side and patterns
on the other side. This helps them develop finger dexterity, hand-eye
coordination and cognition ability. Ages 3+ years

GC5059

GD811

teaching.com.au

28 pieces $74.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

$64.95

Prices exclude GST
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Rainbow Wooden
Sorting Set
Beautiful smooth solid beechwood
loose parts in the seven colours of
the rainbow, with a natural finish to
show the grain of the wood. Ideal
for creating imaginative scenes,
encouraging construction skills,
counting and sorting, stacking and
sequencing, pattern-making and
learning about colour. Set of 84
pieces, in 7 different colours.
Ages 10+ months

CT3979

84 pieces $219.95

Gems n Pets
Pattern Game
This creative game offers
2 activities in one. This
set comes with 16 double
sided tiles that slot into the
wooden frame. On one side
children can sort by gem
colour and on the other side
players combine the tiles
to create an animal picture.
Set includes 12 double sided
pattern cards. Wooden
frame measures 24(L) x
6.5(W) x 20(H)cm.
Ages 2+ years

GD310

$64.95

Giant Wooden Pyramid Set
Children will love stacking these giant wooden rings. This natural resource is beautifully made, each piece carefully
smoothed and crafted. The shapes neatly rest on to the central pole. Stack, post, roll, count, sort and line up these
chunky shapes. It has a timeless appeal and added interest as it is a giant-sized version. They are made from ash and
birch wood and treated with natural linseed oil and beeswax. Ages 10+ months

TTS5326K

$329.90
$
95

279

Save $49.95

Set of 2 $279.95

Giant Wooden Square Pyramid

Giant Wooden Round Pyramid
Set includes stand and 9 discs in descending sizes. Size: disc 11 to 18cm(D).

Set includes stand and 9 squares in descending sizes.Size: 40cm(H).

TTS5326

TTS6026

$164.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$164.95
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Twist & Match Game
A fun 2 player game for children to learn about colours and a race to fill their
boards the quickest. Each child takes it in turn to turn the spinner in the
middle, then collect the coloured pegs to put in their board. If they land on the
sad face they have to lose a piece. Recommended age 3+ years.

GD515

$64.95

Cylinder Peg Board
Encourage the concept of sequence and colour recognition with these
cylinder pegs. Includes 12 pegs and one wooden board (21.6cm square).
Largest peg is 8.5cm. Multiples shown. Ages 3+ years

GD915

$52.95

Stack and Count
Parking Garage
Stack 10 wooden cars
in this gated parking tower
and top them with the sliding
counter. Then see the cars
drop down and the counter
point to a lower number each
time a car is removed from
the bottom! Tower measures
30.5cm high. Ages 3+ years

MND5182

Animal Sorting Truck
This high-quality wooden pull-along truck is used
for sorting and matching. Putting the same shaped
animal into the cut-out of the truck helps children
with identification of shapes and colours. Fantastic
for hand-eye co-ordination and manipulative skills.
A total of 16 animal pieces and 1 driver. Truck
measures 25(L) x 15(W) x14(H)cm. Ages 2+ years

$52.95

GD860

$94.95

Shape Sorting Cupcakes

Rainbow coloured peacocks that are great for fine motor skills, colour sorting,
shape recognition, hand strengthening and much more. Children will have fun
pulling the pegs out of the peacocks and either matching to the correct colour,
or mixing it up based on each shape. Ages 3+ years.

A delicious way to encourage shape and colour
identification and build fine motor skills! These
two-part cupcakes pull apart to reveal a shape.
Children must match up the shapes to put them
back together. There is also a shape at the bottom
of the pan to match as well. Shapes include circle,
square, triangle, rectangle, diamond, hexagon, star
and heart. Includes 8 cupcakes and 1 muffin pan.
Ages 2+ years

LER9095

LER7347

Fine Motor Peacocks Class Set
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Set of 5 $69.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Set of 8 $44.95

Prices exclude GST
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Snap-n-Learn Number Counting Cows
Learning early mathematic skills is a snap with these two-piece farm friends!
Cows feature a number (1-10) on the front with the corresponding spots
on their back to teach number identification, counting and numerical order.
Cows are also colour coded for colour matching and self checking. Completed
cow measures 9.5(L) x 4.4(W) x 5(H)cm. Ages 2+ years

LER6707

Set of 10 $40.95

Snap-n-Learn Number Counting Sheep
Count your way to new colours and number skills with this set of 10 sheep
numbered 1-10. Each sheep features a different colour of the rainbow, plus
removable wool that lets kids match the numbers to the dots underneath. Set
of 10. Ags 18+ months.

LER6712

Set of 10 $40.95

Patterning
skills

Birds in a Nest Sorting Game
Birds of a feather all sorted together! Add a nurturing and imaginative touch
to learning play with this mama and baby bird nesting theme. Perfect for
teaching sorting, counting, and colours. Bowls (nests) stack for easy storage.
Set of 36 includes 24 baby birds in 6 colours, 6 mama birds, 6 colour nests and
Activity Guide. Nests measure 8.6(L) x 2.5(H); birds measure 2.5cm baby and
4.4cm mama. Ages 3+ years

LER5554

Set of 6 $47.95

Lacing Colour Sequence Beads Set
Ideal for teaching patterns and sequencing skills. Set includes brightly
coloured set of 96 beads, 12 strings and 18 double-sided work cards. Work
cards are colour coded in 3 levels of difficulty. Children add missing bead(s) to
complete the sequence on the work cards. Beads measure 2.5cm square and
laces are 30cm long. Ages 3+ years

ZZ0045

$79.95

Farmer’s Market Colour Sorting Set
Develop colour recognition and sorting skills with bushels of realistic,
relationally sized produce. Perfect for dramatic play and nutrition lessons too.
Includes 25 foods, 5 baskets, 5 stickers for colour labelling and activity guide.
Basket measures 10(D) x 14(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

LER3060

Set of 5 $86.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Gogo Sequencing Games Kit
This great kit includes fun matching games that include, Flower Party Pattern (GD127), Mix & Match
Owls (GD320), Shape & Colour Sorter (GD428), Wooden Pattern Builder (GD622), Happy Birds Matching
(GD720) and Florist Matching (GD420).

GDKIT06

$506.70
$
95

419

Save $86.75

$419.95

Mix and Match Owls Game
These delightful owls encourage children to explore shape and colour, size, pattern and creativity.
Each piece fits magnetically onto the wooden board. Set includes a variety of owl pieces, 6 double
sided pattern cards. Wooden storage box measures 35(L) x 23(W) x 6(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

GD320

$76.95

Flower Party Pattern Game
This garden themed pattern game combines shape and colour matching to complete the flower
bed boards. Players roll the shape dice to select a flower shape and roll the colour dice to find the
colour. Once a match is found the piece is fitted onto the inset board. Wooden boards measure
30(L) x 12(W) x 0.8(H)cm. Ages 3+ years

GD127

$89.95

Shape and Colour Sorter Game
This shape and colour sorter comes with 12 pattern cards, 25 pieces of different coloured
shapes and a wooden base. Children can stack the wooden pieces onto different pegs according
to the pattern cards. Excellent for sorting skills and hand/eye co-ordination. The stand measures
28(L) x 8.7(W) x 10(H)cm. Colours may vary. Ages 3+ years

GD428

$89.95

Pattern Builder Game
This is a fantastic exercise for differentiating colours, shapes and forms. Complete with 6 cards and
12 patterns. The wooden pattern builder measures 26.5(L) x 10(W) x 9(H)cm. Colours may vary.
Ages 3+ years

GD622

$59.95

Happy Birds Matching Game
This lovely game combines wood and magnets for matching and patterning fun. The game consists
of 6 pattern cards with various bird configurations, a wooden box (46(L) x 18.6(W) x 6(H)cm),
4 magnetic bird bodies, 6 magnetic tails, 12 magnetic wings and 8 heads. This way children can
assemble birds according to the pattern card designs or create their own. Ages 3+ years

GD720

$89.95

Florist Matching Game
This set contains various shaped colourful flower buds, flower petals and leaves along with
6 cards and 12 different patterns. Kids can follow the pattern cards in order to match and stack up
different flowers. Great for recognition of colours, shapes and sequence. The wooden box measures
35(L) x 25(W) x 18.2(H)cm (when opened). Colours may vary. Ages 3+ years

GD420
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Freecall 1800 251 497

$99.95

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST
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Shape, Colour & Sequencing

Caterpillar Stacking Game

Colour and Shape Clock
Time to learn! This beautifully crafted, interactive wooden clock will teach
children how to tell the time, early numeracy skills, and recognition of colour
and shape. Match the removable number and shape blocks to their correct
position on the clock face. Solving the puzzle enables children to have fun
while learning how to tell the time! Ages 24m+

This adorable Caterpillar Stacking Game exercises fine motor skills and funfilled sensory exploration, along with sorting, matching and sequencing skills.
This sweet manipulative toy is made up of rounded, chunky, tactile shapes
that can stack to create a variety of colourful caterpillar families. The pegged
base allows for stacking multiple angled, color-coded blocks. Set includes
colour-matching activity cards and card stand. Suggested Age: 2+ years.

LF804

GC6731

$49.95

Wooden BBQ Matching Playset
Fire up the Barbie with our gorgeous new B.B.Q. playset. A great toy to
take on a camping trip! This 2-player B.B.Q. set is a favorite in our play area.
Children make their own kebabs by using skewers, pattern cards, dices,
and colourful food-shaped pieces. A perfect educational activity for early
childhood learning! It helps develop pattern sequencing, counting, threading
skills, and hand-eye coordination. Ages 3+ years

GD325

$76.95

$58.95

Clothes Line Matching Game
Select, match, and hang clothes. Creates hours of fun and learning. Children
will love hanging items to dry using this old-fashioned wooden clothes line.
Children hang the clothes using the plastic pins and pattern cards provided to
make playtime more fun. At the same time, they will develop and refine their
fine motor skills. Ages 3+ years

GD735

$76.95

Felt Stacking Sets
These beautiful felt stacking sets are made using natural fibres that are coloured using non-toxic dyes. Made
in Nepal with love and fair trade labour. Hand made from natural materials using old techniques such as
felting. Surface clean only. Great for colour matching activities, stacking and sensory play. Kit includes a green
set (PAP451), stone grey set (PAP452) and a rainbow set (PAP565). Ages 6+ months

PAPKIT2

164

Save $29.90

$164.95

Felt Stacking Set – Green
PAP451

$194.85
$
95

Set of 5 $64.95

Felt Stacking Set – Stone Greys

Felt Stacking Set – Rainbow

PAP452

PAP565

Set of 5 $64.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 5 $64.95
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650
colourful
pieces

Bead Sequencing Set
Stack the brightly coloured beads on five hardwood dowels to match the
pattern cards! Includes more than 45 brightly coloured wooden beads and
5 double-sided wooden pattern cards. The 10 patterns increase in difficulty to
build matching, sequencing, and fine motor skills. Box measures 33(L) x 30(W)
x 5(H)cm. Ages 4+ years

MND570

$69.95

Set of 20
Save
$
85

14

Colour Sequence Flower
Twelve single shape triangular pieces to be configured to several interesting
shapes to make a beautiful coloured flower. The shapes can also be stacked
and create other patterns. Age: 3+ years

BE34307
BE34307-4

38

Each $24.95
Set of 4 $84.95

Counting and Sorting Kit
This kit contains over 650 colourful pieces for counting, sorting, patterning
and more, 6 assorted coloured sorting bowls, Set of 15cm x 30cm activity
cards with 23 different activities for the contents of the kit, teacher activity
guide, 8 compartment sorting tray. Age: 3+ years

EC17CS

$139.95

Mental Blox Game
Mental Blox helps children practise
following verbal instructions, asking
questions and building critical
thinking skills. Stack, pattern and
match the multicolour shapes.
Activity cards provide children with
examples of what to build. Children
can recreate what is on the card
or can give verbal instructions to
a partner or group. Pieces feature
four different shapes and 3 different
attributes for a real challenge!
Includes 20 chunky plastic blocks,
20 activity cards and activity guide.
Blocks measure 5cm. Ages 3+ years

LER9280

$56.95

Pattern Play Set

Build a Picture Magnetic Shapes with Case

Set contains over 90 colourful shapes with 6 large, double-sided pattern cards
to fit under the frame. Supplied with a storage case. Ages 2+ years

Set includes a fold-up wooden case, 12 double sided cards and colourful
magnetic shapes. Ages 3+ years

LB0010

LB5968

teaching.com.au

$29.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

$41.95

Prices exclude GST

Developmental & Inclusion

Visual Memory

Wooden Memory Pairs Game Kit

$67.90
$
95

Two great wooden memory pairs games, including Patterns (FR3000)
and Shapes (FR3007).

FRKIT17

58

$58.95

Save $8.95
Made of beechwood

Sticky Shape Game
Patterns Matching Pairs

Shapes Memory Pairs

A natural matching game featuring retro
patterned discs made of beechwood. Neatly stored
in a canvas drawstring bag. Discs measure 5cm in
diameter. Age 3+ years

A wooden memory pairs game featuring colourful
shapes to recognise and match. Each set contains
14 wooden discs measuring 5cm in diameter.
Ages 2+ years

Roll the dice and find the correct combination of
colour and shape, and be the first to grab the right
card as quickly as possible with the suction cup.
Helps develop precision and speed. Comes with
72 plastic cards, 6 rubber sticks with suction and
2 wooden dice. Recommended age 3+ years

FR3000

FR3007

ED9006

20 pieces $33.95

14 pieces $33.95

$109.95

Family & Friends Memory Pairs

Healthy Foods Memory Pairs

Feelings & Emotions Memory Pairs

A game of recognition and memory for children to
enjoy simple matching and recollection matching
games. Cylinder includes 56 generously sized
circular cards (8cm diameter). Ages 3+ years

A game of recognition and memory for children to
enjoy simple matching and recollection matching
games. Cylinder includes 56 generously sized
circular cards (8cm diameter). Ages 3+ years

Family and friends are vital to our sense of
belonging. Children will enjoy this game of simple
matching and recollection games. Cylinder
includes 56 generously sized circular cards (8cm
diameter). Exclusive to MTA. Ages 3+ years

FR994

FR995

FR996

56 pieces $29.95

56 pieces $29.95

Matching Games Kit
A great set of cute matching pairing games, including pets and healthy foods. Real life images on cards to
play matching games with friends. This set includes Pets (AKR20401) and also Healthy Foods (AKR20402).

AKR2040K

$54.95

56 pieces $29.95

$59.90
$
95

54

Save $4.95

Memory Matching Game – Pets

Memory Matching Game – Healthy Food

This cute pets game allows you to exercise memory with real images on large
cards. It promotes the development of observation and concentration with
fun loving animals to match together. 34 cards each measuring 9 x 9cm.
Ages 2+ years

This healthy foods game allows you to exercise memory with real images on
large cards. It promotes the development of observation and concentration.
Also learn about healthy eating at the same time. 34 cards each measuring
9 x 9cm. Ages 2+ years

AKR20401

AKR20402

$29.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

$29.95
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$199.80
$
95

179

Save $19.85

Good Manners
Communication Kit

AKR20840

AKR20841
MJI047

Teach students good manners with
this communications kit that consists
of Prevent Bullying Sequnce Cards
(AKR20840), Happy Manners Book
(MJI047), Put Yourself in My Shoes
(AKR20845) and Anti-Bullying
Posters (AKR20841). Ages 4+ years

AKR2084K

AKR20845

Set of 4 $179.95

Express Yourself Emotions Kit
Help young students explore different emotions with this puppets and emotions book set. Kit consists of Emotions Puppets
(NS2034), and also Moods and Emotions Book Set (LS465B)

NS2034K

$129.95

$149.90
$
95

129

Save $19.95

Emotions Puppets
This soft plush puppet collection
is a great interactive tool for the
classroom. Each puppet shows 6
emotions symbolising joy, sadness,
fear, anger, surprise and lack of
emotion. Each puppet measures
25cm. Ages 3+ years

NS2034

Moods and Emotions Book Set
Help young children explore different emotions and learn how to deal with
them. Set of 6 engaging paperback books featuring bright images of children
and clear text. Each book is 24 pages. Ages 3+ years

Set of 6 $59.95

LS465B

Set of 6 $89.95

Set of 4
Save
$
85

17

Magnetic Drawing Pad
Use your imagination to draw, write, design &
create with this magnetic drawing pad! Use the
magnetic pen to pop the magnetic balls up, then
simply wipe over the surface to start again. Simple,
clean and safe to use. Size: 32(L) x 26(H)cm.
Recommended for ages 3+ years

MYY02
MYY02-4
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Each $31.95
Set of 4 $109.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Prices exclude GST

Developmental & Inclusion

Language & Communication

Talking Point Recorder Kit
A simple recording device that allows children to record their voice
and play it back at a touch of a button! Ideal for speaking and listening
activities. Can be easily mounted with photos and pictures for an interactive display.
Each device is 4.5cm. Replaceable LR44 batteries are included. Warning: Contains
coin/button battery. Hazardous if swallowed. Kit includes Talking Recorders - 30 sec
- Set of 5 (TTS090) and Talking Recorders - 10 sec - Set of 6 (TTS551).Ages 3+ years

TTS551K

$227.90
$
95

199

Save $27.95

Kit $199.95

Touch button

Talking Point Recorder
– 30 seconds – Black

Talking Point Recorder
– 10 seconds – Coloured

TTS090

TTS551

Pack of 5 $115.95

Pack of 6 $111.95

Light
activated

Rainbow Talking Boxes
Open the lid and listen to the secret message…
what will be in the box today? Hold down the
button and record your own special message for
a friend. Decorate your Rainbow Talking Box with
your choice of pictures or words in any colour.
A fun and unique way to develop confidence in
speaking and listening skills in young children.
The boxes have a light sensor that activates the
recorded message as the lid is opened and have
a dry-wipe surface for easy decoration. Pack of 6
boxes in vibrant colours, with concealed batteries.
Warning: Contains coin/button battery.
Hazardous if swallowed. Age 3+ years

TTS0147

Set of 6 $89.95

Braille Alphabet
This 26 piece Braille Alphabet set can be played
2 sided, one upper case, another one lower case.
Each piece has a Braille symbol that represents
each letter in the alphabet. Suitable for children
2+ years

PT5671

Set of 26 $35.95

Talking Tubes Set
Talking Tubes can be used in any
early years setting, both indoors and
outdoors. Develops communication
and social skills, and can be used
to communicate through different
rooms and environments. Includes 2
sets – each set consists of 4 handsets
and 6 metres of flexible tubing.
Handsets plug into ends of tubing.
Ages 3+ years

CT3952
CT3952-2

Set of 2

6995

$

Save $9.95

Each $39.95
Set of 2 $69.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.
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Community Heroes Blocks
This set represents the real heroes
of our community, beautifully
photographed on wooden puzzle
blocks. Each side of the blocks can
be put together to create one of six
different scenes. The set depicts
local heroes across all walks of life
including a school crossing guard, a
doctor with patient, police protecting
our community, rubbish collection,
lifesavers on the beach and fire
fighters. Blocks are approximately
5cm x 5cm. Age 2+ years

FR474

Emergency Services Posters
Our emergency services do an amazing job looking out for us and
keeping everyone safe. Set of 12 photo discussion posters. Coated in a water
resistant finish and supplied in a clear protective folder. Each poster measures
31 x 21cm.

$49.95

MJI2310

Let’s Learn about Emergency Services Big Book
Children will learn about each emergency service and how they help
and protect us in the community. Includes the Fire Brigade, Police Force,
Ambulance Service, Royal Flying Doctor Service, Surf Life Savers and the
State Emergency Service (SES). Book measures 42 x 30cm. 16 pages.

MJI025
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$49.95

Set of 12 $49.95

When I Grow Up Occupations Big Book
What do you want to be when you grow up? A fireman, a farmer, or a
chef? A fun and educational big book all about different occupations. Written,
illustrated and printed in Australia. Big Book size 42 x 30cm. 16 pages.

MJI012

$49.95

Community Workers Poster Pack

Multicultural Posters

A doctor, teacher, mechanic and more – these posters help children learn
about workers in their community and the valuable services they provide. The
20 posters come complete with a guide; each is 30 x 40.5cm. Ages 3+ years

This set of 6 photo discussion posters depicts children and adults
in our community. Coated in a water resistant finish and supplied in a clear
protective folder. Set of 6 posters. Each poster measures 31 x 21cm.

LS168CW

MJI016

teaching.com.au

Set of 20 $89.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Set of 6 $39.95

Prices exclude GST
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My Local Community
Wooden Play Set
My Local Community Wooden Play
Set is made up of 6 different roles
found in our community. The “rooms”
are interactive with connecting
doors and windows, making creative
play all the more engaging. Whether
it be a day at school or a visit to the
vets, all pieces can be moved and
mixed and matched for children to
role play different stories, all while
learning about the different people
and roles that make up our society.
The set measures 45(L) x 30(W) x
17(H)cm. Comes with 24 colourful
pieces in each set. Ages 2+ years

FR460

$109.95

How Am I Feeling Wooden People
This high-quality wooden set comprises 15
wooden pieces, each heat-transfer printed with a
real-life photo of a child experiencing emotions,
including crying, frustration or sadness to
excitement, happiness and everything in between.
Measuring 7-13cm, and a chunky 2cm thick,
suitable for children aged 12+ months

FR485

Set of 15 $49.95

Everyone’s Family Wooden People
Consisting of 26 people, this high-quality wooden set helps children explore
and learn about the diversity of our community through open-ended,
imaginative play. A wide range of genders, cultures, ages and abilities is
represented in this colourful collection, encouraging an appreciation for and
understanding of multiculturalism, community, and inclusiveness. Measuring
from 7-13cm, and a chunky 2cm thick. Suitable for children aged 12+ months

FR481

Set of 26 $64.95

Memory Matching Cultures Game

Happy Children of the World Puzzles

Lay the cards out face-down. Take turns to turn the cards over. If they make a
pair, leave them upturned. If not, turn them over again in the same place. The
winner is the person with the most pairs. Each card is 9cm. Ages 3+ years

Set of 12 Happy Children of the World puzzles in 3 skill levels. Comes with
puzzles featuring 3, 4 and 6 pieces featuring real life images of children from
all over the world. Each puzzle measure 15.6 x 15.6cm Ages 2+ years

AKR20403

AKR50223

34 Cards $29.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 12 $29.95
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Differing Abilities Set
A kit of different abilities to learn about in
either books or puzzles. Set includes Differing
Abilities Book Set (LS258), and Differing
Abilities Puzzles (LS972DS).

LS258-K

$219.95

Differing Abilities Book Set
Students learn why some children wear leg braces,
how visually-impaired people read, what it’s like to
be autistic and more. Set of 6 books covers special
needs; blindness and Braille; deafness, sign language
and hearing aids; asthma and inhalers; autism;
wheelchairs; and leg braces and crutches. Each 24
page book measures 18 x 15cm. Ages 3+ years

$275.90
$
95

219

Save $55.95

LS258

Set of 6 $99.95

Differing Abilities Puzzles
Each sturdy hardwood puzzle features just 9-10
chunky pieces that are raised for easy handling
and have rounded corners for safety. Each puzzle
measures 23 x 30.5cm. Ages 3+ years

LS972DA

Set of 6 $175.95

Happy Manners Big Book

Foster a positive awareness and inclusive attitude towards individuals with
physical challenges even during block play with this 6-piece set. The solid,
vinyl figures are approximately 13cm high. Ages 3+ years

This Big Book teaches children what good manners are and the
behaviours and expressions associated with this. Children will learn to be
polite, what to say when they are offered something, or how to behave
while other people are talking. They’ll learn how to make amends if they
accidentally upset a friend and how good manners help make great friends.
Written, illustrated and printed in Australia. Book Size 42 x 30cm. 16 pages.

CUS0164

MJI047

Diverse Abilities Block Play Set

Set of 6 $63.95

Anti-Bullying Posters

Prevent Bullying Sequence Cards
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$49.95

Set of five sequences for teaching children how to prevent
situations of bullying before they even happen and equipping them with the
strategies to tackle it. 20 cards each measuring 11.5 x 11.5cm.

Anti-bullying posters for underlining a zero-tolerance attitude
against bullying in schools and helping to prevent it. They show different
situations of school bullying: physical, mental or psychological, social
exclusion, trolling or cyber bullying. Designed to be hung on the wall.

AKR20840

AKR20841

teaching.com.au

20 cards $29.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

Set of 6 $64.95

Prices exclude GST
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Put Yourself in my Shoes

“How Am I Feeling?” Wooden Blocks

Observe the different situations, put
yourself in the shoes of the characters,
and describe how they feel. This funny game
encourages the development of social skills such
as empathy, the identification of emotions, and
helps to develop an emotional conscience.

AKR20845

These unique wooden blocks will be hours of fun as children play around with
the up to 4000 different variations. Happy, sad, scared or just down right
spooky!! They also provide children with an opportunity to recognise and
align with eight different emotions. Fun while learning. Measures 4.5 H x 13.5
W x 4.5cm D. Ages 12+ months

$54.95

FR550

$54.95

Emotion Balls

Emotions Puppets

Children will have fun while learning about different emotions with this balls
set. Includes the following – happy, extremely happy, sad, scared, surprised
and angry. Each ball is 20cm in diameter. Supplied deflated. Ages 3+ years

This soft plush puppet collection is a great interactive tool for the classroom.
Each puppet shows 6 emotions symbolising joy, sadness, fear, anger, surprise
and lack of emotion. Each puppet measures 25cm. Ages 3+ years

BRU294

NS2034

Set of 6 $46.95

Set of 6 $59.95

Great as a
cuddle buddy

Basket of Bunnies

Teddy Bears Family

These darling realistic bunny babies will be treasured season after season!
Cute bunnies in 4 different colours, that come in a basket for easy storage.
Ages 6+ months

This family of plush teddy bears will bring comfort and reassurance to
children who cuddle them. Set of 4 super soft bears. Bears measure 45, 38, 34
and 24cm in height. Ages 12+ months

MND7675

NS2041

Set of 16 $119.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 4 $59.95
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Feelings & Emotions Bingo

Emotions Posters – A4
Fun emotion posters to start great topical conversations with the class. Children can learn
about all the different emotions you can express, including happy and excited, to sad and angry.
16 emotions to choose from and discuss. Each poster features a photo on the front for the children to
guess what emotion they are showing. And then on the back are questions for the teacher or parent to
ask. It also comes with teacher notes to help extend the activity. Each poster measures A4, double sided
and comes laminated and in a plastic storage folder for easy storage. Ages 3+ years

This educational game of bingo highlights facial
expressions and emotions. Featuring bright and
colourful images of children and adults, this bingo
game can be adapted to suit a variety of ages and
levels. Game includes 10 cardboard playing mats
and 28 picture playing cards. Size: cards 9cm, mats
30(L) x 18.5(W)cm. Ages 3+ years

TEB1016

FR992

Set of 16 $21.95

$59.95

Jumbo Emotions
This set of tactile emotion stones has been developed especially for young
learners. Set includes 8 large stones that are perfect for small hands to
explore. Featuring the four emotions that young children most readily identify
and experience – happy, sad, surprised and angry. The set includes two
examples of each feeling so they can use them for matching activities. Durable
and washable, they are cast from a unique replica stone mix and can be used
outdoors and in sand and water. Each stone measures 7cm. Ages 2+ years

YD1071

Set of 8 $59.95

Moods and Emotions Book Set
Help young children explore different emotions and learn how to deal with
them. Set of 6 engaging paperback books featuring bright images of children and
clear text. Each book is 24 pages each and measures 18 x 15cm. Ages 3+ years

LS465B

Set of 6 $89.95

My Feelings Centre
The My Feelings Centre helps children
identify emotional states both in
themselves and others. 36 scenarios
pictured in the My Feelings booklet
helps children to understand feelings
and reactions to different situations.
Child can imitate different expressions
in the mirror so they can recognise
their own expressions. Educators can
also take photos of their children’s
different facial expressions and then
put them onto the My Feelings learning
board. This training helps children
develop their social interaction skills.
Includes 1 x My Feelings Learning
Board and a My Feelings booklet (36
pages). Size: 44.5(L) x 31.8cm(W).

PK21010
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Emotion-oes Game
A new twist on a long beloved game of dominoes:
Emotion-oes. Instead of matching numbers,
players will match emotion icons with same or
matching name pieces. The pieces are larger than
the standard domino to make them easier to grasp.
This fun game with child-friendly and colourful art
will help children recognise and identify emotions.
Comes with 56 emotion-oes cards. 2-6 players.
Ages 4+ years

Comes with
a mirror

$42.95

CD0022

Freecall 1800 251 497

Freefax 1800 151 492

56 cards $29.95

Prices exclude GST

Developmental & Inclusion
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Emotion Mats
This activity carpet set comes
with 16 tiles, each depicting a child with
a different emotion. Each tile features
a vibrant artwork, the emotion written
in NSW Manuscript font and a natural
background colour, to help prevent the
carpet from showing any dirty marks.
Children can stand on a tile and try to act
out that emotion, or flip the tiles over and
test their memory by playing a memory
game. A great resource for understanding
different emotions, covering key learning
outcomes in the EYLF. These carpets
are durable with soft plush pile, round
corners and non-slip backing. Each
carpet tile is 50cm x 50cm and creates a
combined play area of 2m x 2m.

MJI040

Set of 16 $399.95

Understanding Feelings Pack

Set of 10 puzzles featuring the basic emotions that guide our behaviour,
plus 10 matching icons to help identify them: happiness, self-confidence,
admiration, curiosity, surprise, anger, disgust, sadness, fear and guilty. This set
includes 3, 4 & 6 piece puzzles for different skill levels. Ages 2+ years

The Understanding
Feelings set has
been designed
to help children
to learn about a
range of feelings
and to enable them
to communicate
more effectively
with others. Set
includes 13 acetate faces all with different feeling expressions. These can
be placed on a table, window or light panel. Also included in the pack; an
A3 poster of these expressions plus 3 blank white face-shaped boards for
use with wipe off markers, 3 blank acetate faces and 3 face-shaped mirrors
to observe self-expression. The set comes complete with a teacher’s guide
with suggested activities and questions to pose. Light table KD103 – A3 not
included, available separately.

AKR20544

CT2402

10
emotion
icons
The Emotions Puzzles

Set of 10 $29.95

$69.95

Teach emotions
through role play

Explore
expressions

Me Mirrors

Emotions Game
Children can easily learn about human emotions through role play with the wooden Emotions Face
Paddles Game. Take turns to spin the spinner and enact the emotion indicated on the spinner using the
appropriate wooden face paddle. Easy to change from child to child as they pass the spinner around. A
great game for lots of children. Emotions represented include Happy, Sad, Angry, Scared, Laughing and
Surprised. Size: 20(L) x 30(W) x 5(H). Age 3+ years

These handy, unbreakable mirrors are a fun way to
develop awareness of expressions and self, as well
as speech and language development! One side is
a regular mirror; the other side is a “fun mirror”
that warps reflections. Set of 6 non-glass mirrors.
Measures 10 x 15cm. Ages 3+ years

BS1704

LER3371

Set of 6 $54.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

Set of 6 $58.95
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Dental Care and Teeth Book Pack

Dental Kit

It feels great to have lovely, healthy teeth and with
this Dental Care and Teeth Book Pack, Children will
enjoy learning all about dental care. Set includes 1 x Giant Dental Care and
Toothbrush Set (FDTH01) and The Teeth Big Book (MJI035). Ages 4+ years

This complete dental kit, health education set, including the giant teeth
demonstration model, large toothbrush, 2 minute sand timer, 24 plaque
disclosing tablets, 10 dental mirrors and teachers notes. It is a great way to
demonstrate how to clean your teeth properly. Ages 3+ years

FDTH01K

CT3084

$84.95

My Body Puzzles Set

50

$55.90
$
90

cards
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These puzzles are ideal for learning about the body and also
challenges children’s logic and sequencing skills. Puzzles contain 5
layers - skeleton, organs, muscles, skin and clothes. Available in Boy and Girl
versions. Each puzzle measures approx. 25(L) x 12(W)cm. Set includes Body
Puzzle - Girl (BBR025) and Body Puzzle - Boy (BBR024). Ages 4+ years

BBRKIT01

$99.95

Save $8.95

Set of 2 $46.95

The 5 Senses Matching Game

My Body Puzzle – Boy

Throw the dice and match the different real-life
situations with the relevant sense organ that
appears on the dice. Get children to identify the
five different senses; sight, scent, sound, touch and
taste. Ages 3+ years

My Body Puzzle – Girl

BBR024

$27.95

BBR025

$27.95

AKR20610

$45.95

Healthy Living Learning Charts
Capture children’s interest with these eye-catching charts that present
learning in a big and colourful way. Pack of 5 includes charts aimed at
modelling concepts for healthy living: Five Senses, Fruits, Parts of the Body,
Vegetables, and Washing Your Hands. 43 x 56cm each, with activities and
reproducibles on each chart back.

T38980
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Set of 5 $42.95

Freecall 1800 251 497

Hygiene Sequence Wooden Puzzles Set
All the pieces are interchangeable and will help children to apply the logical
order necessary to complete this task successfully. Storage tray included.
Measures 60 x 15cm. Ages 3+ years

BS1117

Freefax 1800 151 492

Set of 3 $79.95

Prices exclude GST

Developmental & Inclusion

Health & Hygiene

8 food
allergies

Healthy Eating Posting Game
Learn all about healthy eating, food and nutrition with this fun posting game.
The front of each card has a real life photo of a piece of food and the reverse
side is coloured to match the post box with the correct food group. The cards
are laid image side up and children have to identify the image, select the
correct food group and turn over the card to see the answer. They then post
it into the correct post box. Contents include 46 double-sided cards, 5 post
boxes, teacher guide and healthy eating guide. Post Box measures 14 x 6 x
6cm. Ages 5+ years

ZZ0079

$89.95

Learning about Food & Allergies
Do we know what we’re eating? This funny game lets you discover
the most common food allergies and intolerances, which foods
cause them, and what symptoms they can cause. An easy and funny
way to learn how to manage food allergies and generate an environment of
respect and understanding. Ages 3+ years

AKR20555

$45.95

Hygiene Bulletin Board Set
This colourful, health-themed
bulletin board set includes 12
illustrated reminder cards and a
resource guide. Each board measures
approximately 30.5 x 40.6cm.

CD3258

Set of 12 $29.95

Save
$
95

Made in
Holland

17

Healthy
eating

Fruit & Veg Chopping

Know What You
Are Eating Puzzle

This fruit and vegetable chopping set explores food preparation and healthy
foods into role play activities. Featuring Velcro joins children will enjoy slicing
and preparing food. Set includes wooden Fruit (PT3600) and Veg (PT3601)
Chopping Sets. The cutting board measures 19 x 13.5cm. Ages 18+ months

This puzzle teaches children about healthy food, what you should eat on a
daily basis and in which ratio. By looking at the finished puzzle, children begin
to understand the importance of healthy food and learn its various uses.
Puzzle measures 40 x 35cm and has 27 pieces. Ages 3+ years

PT3600K

RO3017

Set of 2 $69.95

FREE freight on all orders over $199. Conditions apply, see website for details.

27 pieces $54.95
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$429.80
$
95

369

Save $59.85

Foam Sensory Set
This sensory set is great for children to use for
sensory processing, gross motor development and
overall fun learning what their bodies can do whilst
climbing, sliding and rolling. Set includes Balance
Arch (DM4058), Support Wedge (DM4059), and 2
foam Rollers 15cm (DM4015) and 30cm (DM4030).
Ages 6+ months.

DM403K

Set of 4 $369.95

$343.20
$
95

Pop Up Sensory Space Kit

299

This sensory space kit is a great way for children to explore their
senses! The kit includes a pop-up Sensory Space which is a large
dark den (TTS1915), also 5 Mini Flasing Fibre Optics (ME230),
and 3 Large Colour Changing Pebbles (ME7615).

TTS1915K

Save $43.25

$299.95

Accessories not included.

x1

Pop Up Sensory Space

Indoor use only.

This Pop-Up Sensory Space is a calming, safe sensory space for children
to relax, unwind or explore. The lightweight pop-up area can be used
anywhere, takes seconds to put up and quickly folds down. Perfect as a
relaxing, quiet or calm zone, away from noise and distractions for children
to chill out. Alternatively use with lighted objects and UV equipment for
sensory exploration. Size: 142cm square.

TTS1915

$219.95

x3

Rotation
of colours

x5

Mini Flashing Fibre Optic

Large Colour Changing Pebble

This mini LED fibre optic is great for any
dark den or mood lighting. Switch on at
the base and let the fibre ends glow with
colour. It alternates through different
colours. Size: 23cm high. Batteries not
included. Requires 3 x LR44 batteries each.
Buy a pack of 100 (TEB1440). Ages 4+ years

A large stone lamp which is great for dark
areas to give a gentle glowing light. Once you
turn this on, it changes between 6 different
colours; red, yellow, green, light blue, dark
blue & purple. It takes 3 AAA batteries and
measures 25(L) x 18(W) x 9(H)cm.
Ages 3+ years

ME230
ME230-10

ME7615
ME7615-3

Each $6.95
Pack of 10 $55.50

Each $29.50
Set of 3 $79.95
MTADEV20

FREE freight
on all orders over $199*

teaching.com.au
P 1800 251 497 F 1800 151 492

*Conditions apply, see website for details

Prices exclude GST
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